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ABSTRACT
Centlivre, Francis A. M.S.M.E., Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Wright State
University, 2022. Development of Improved CFD Tools for the Optimization of a Scramjet Engine.

In the present work, a plugin has been developed for use with the DoD HPCMP CREATE™ AV Kestrel multi-physics solver that adds volumetric source terms to the energy equation.
These source terms model the heat released due to combustion, but are much more computationally efficient than a full chemistry model. A thrust-based optimization study was
then carried out under the control of Sandia National Laboratories’ Dakota toolkit. Dakota
was allowed to control the amount of heat added to three regions of the scramjet combustor. The plugin was then extended to consider ignition delay time. By comparing ignition
delay time to dwell time, it is possible to determine whether the fuel in a cell should be
combusted. Results from this analysis are compared to results gathered using a 22-species
chemistry model. The ignition delay source term is shown to capture relevant flow physics
at a reduced computational cost. Additionally, the expression for second-law (exergetic)
efficiency for a scramjet engine is derived and optimized using Dakota. Finally, Dakota
was extended to control the geometry of the scramjet engine, allowing for the numerical
optimization of the scramjet expansion system. The results from these computationallyefficient optimizations can then be used to inform researchers of potentially optimal solutions before higher-fidelity models are used.
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Introduction
To fly higher and faster has been the herculean task of scientists and engineers since Orville
took off from Kittyhawk. Over the following century, propulsive methods have been developed that allow aircraft to fly at high Mach numbers and high efficiencies, but the quest to
achieve both qualities in a single engine has proven to be quite difficult. The integration of
both qualities in one engine is what sets scramjet engines apart from other types of engines.
The present work attempts to develop new tools to aid in the development of such engines.

1.1

Historical Review

The progenitor of American high speed vehicles is the X-15 project. Before an emergency
landing at Mud Lake in November 1962 forced a partial rebuild of the X-15-2 vehicle,
the highest Mach number it achieved was 5.93 [7]. However, advanced planners at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Flight Research Center lobbied
for the vehicle to be rebuilt with advanced, Mach 8 capabilities. Meanwhile, Langley
researchers were working to develop an experimental ramjet engine that could be tested
on the X-15 vehicle. In early 1963, NASA and the U.S. Air Force approved the modified
rebuild and the vehicle, now designated the X-15A-2, returned to flight in June 1964 for
the 109th flight of the X-15 program [5].

1

Figure 1.1: Crash of the X-15-2. The second X-15 vehicle, X-15-2, crash landed at Mud
Lake in late 1962, prompting NASA and the U.S. Air Force to rebuild the vehicle with
advanced capabilities, enabling high speed research and beginning high-speed studies in
the United States [1].
After the rebuild, the vehicle flew a handful of flights carrying a dummy ramjet under
it’s truncated ventral fin, including it’s speed-record flight in October 1967 which reached
Mach 6.72. However, the ramjet produced shockwaves that cut through the ventral tail
structure and separated the ramjet from the vehicle. The damage incurred by the X-15A2 vehicle was substantial enough that it was never repaired and the X-15 program was
canceled a year later.

Figure 1.2: A Ramjet Test Article from the X-15A-2 Program. This is a ramjet engine
shell that was designed to be carried under the X-15A-2. It was intended to validate the
aerodynamics of the proposed ramjet engine. It is now on display at the National Museum
of the United States Air Force.
2

Progress from the X-15 program and the ramjet research it spawned was used in the
development of the X-30 and the National Aero-Space Plane (NASP). Established in 1986,
the NASP project was meant to develop a single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) vehicle that could
take off and land at conventional runways. It funded both fundamental research and basic
flight tests. The vehicle that was planned to serve as a subscale testbed was designated the
X-30. Although it never produced a flight-worthy vehicle, the program was of great scientific value and served to reinvigorate high-speed research within the United States. Nevertheless, the NASP project was canceled in 1993 due to budget cuts and technical challenges,
including the inability to demonstrate sufficient dual-mode scramjet performance [8].
Following the conclusion of the NASP program, the United States focused it’s highspeed efforts in studying basic high-speed flow phenomena. In 2004, the Hypersonic Collaborative Australia/United States Experiment (HyCAUSE) program was initiated to study
flow paths and fuel injection methods to improve scramjet performance. This was a collaborative work between teams based in the United States and Australia. It built upon
the work done by the University of Queensland for their HyShot program and relied upon
university-affiliated researchers. For the HyCAUSE project, as with the HyShot project,
the test payloads were launched on sounding-rockets, which served to propel the payloads
to test speeds for a relatively low cost [9]. This approach was also used for the Hypersonic
International Flight Research Experimentation (HIFiRE) program, which was a collaborative work conducted by the Unites States Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), NASA,
and the Australian Defense Science and Technology Organization [10].
Concurrently, the United States was working on developing scramjet-powered vehicles, although on a smaller scale than the NASP project intended. This effort produced
the X-51A Scramjet Engine Demonstrator-WaveRider (SED) program, lead by AFRL and
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The X-51A program focused
primarily on flying a flight-weight, hydrocarbon-fueled scramjet engine.
These efforts continue into the modern day, as the Air Force Office of Scientific

3

Research (AFOSR) has sponsored the Boundary Layer Transition (BOLT) Experiments.
These are a series of numerical simulation studies and ground test experiments meant to
predict boundary-layer transition on a complex geometry. These results will then be compared to results obtained from a flight test on a sounding-rocket [11].

1.2

Motivation

As these programs continue to develop and scramjets increase in technical readiness, additional tools must be built to speed up the development process for follow-on projects. Of
special interest is the scramjet engine used to propel these high-speed vehicles, which requires significant design efforts to successfully develop. Optimization of these engines can
help to expand vehicle range, increase thrust production, and help to prevent undesirable
flow characteristics that may lead to the loss of the vehicle; however, current methods of
conducting such an optimization have significant limitations. Experiment-based optimizations require the extensive use of specialized test facilities, where access is often limited
and expensive. Ground-based test facilities are also limited in the number of parameters
that can be tested and flight conditions are hardly ever achieved. Numerical simulations
of combusting flows are also quite costly, making most computational optimizations economically infeasible. Those that are conducted are limited in scope and only adjust a small
selection of parameters over a very small range. For high-speed flight to become practical,
new tools must be developed to improve the optimization process for scramjet combustors
and nozzles.

1.3

Thesis Overview

The present work is an effort toward facilitating practical high-speed flight. Emphasis is
placed on the development of new optimization tools, their verification, and usage in an
4

initial optimization process. These results are intended as a preliminary exploration of
the design space and are meant to inform researchers of potential optimums before higherfidelity models are used. Furthermore, the present work focuses on developing and employing these optimization tools individually and demonstrating their usefulness in isolation.
While an optimization using more than one of these tools at a time is possible, such an optimization is not directly useful at the current moment, making the increased computational
cost unjustifiable.
Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction to high-speed engine types and a review of previous work, while Chapter 3 describes the computational tools and methods used in this work.
The Kestrel energy source term plugin developed for this work is detailed in Chapter 4 before being extended to consider fuel ignition delay in Chapter 5. Geometry optimization
is discussed in Chapter 6, with the derivation of an expression for the exergy destruction
rate within a scramjet combustion-expansion system derived and numerically optimized in
Chapter 7. This thesis concludes with a summary and discussion of future work.

5

Background

2.1

High-Speed Engines

High-speed vehicles provide unique capabilities for space access by serving as the first
stage of an orbital launch vehicle, ensuring low-cost access to space with easily-refurbishable
vehicles [6, 12]. Alternatively, high-speed vehicles could be employed in Intelligence,
Surveillance, Reconnaissance (ISR) roles, ensuring that necessary information can be acquired in a flexible manner. Furthermore, high-speed vehicles can be pressed into service
as a cruise missile, with long duration, high Mach number capabilities [12, 13].
Rocket engines are capable of propelling such vehicles to high mach numbers. Rockets are capable of working inside and outside Earth’s atmosphere and can produce static
thrust. However, they have to carry their own oxidizer, leading to poor fuel mass-fractions,
increased vehicle weights, and low efficiencies. This is quite noticeable in Figure 2.1,
where rockets can operate across the entire range of Mach numbers, but suffer from very
low specific impulses, which is a traditional measure of engine efficiency. For higherefficiency high-speed flight, ‘air-breathing’ engines that ingest atmospheric oxygen to sustain their combustion process are required. These engines are detailed below.

6

Figure 2.1: Specific impulse is a measure of engine efficiency [2]. Notably, rocket engines
can operate across a wide range of Mach numbers. However, their low efficiency makes
them unsuitable for sustained high-speed flight. Instead, we turn to air-breathing propulsion
methods.

2.1.1

Ramjets

Above approximately Mach 3, air-breathing engines no longer require a compressor system
to generate the pressure rise required for sustained combustion and thrust production. Instead, the forward motion of the vehicle generates a normal shock, which raises the pressure
and slows the flow to subsonic speeds before combustion occurs. An engine that utilizes
this flow phenomena is known as a ramjet engine. In a ramjet engine, an inlet is used to
capture and compress the incoming flow. An isolator is then used to further compress the
flow and protect the inlet from the combustion pressure rise, while the combustion chamber, or combustor, is used to add fuel and contain the combustion process. Finally, the
flow is re-accelerated to supersonic speeds by the inclusion of a physical throat within a
Converging-Diverging (C-D) nozzle. This configuration can be seen in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: A Representative Ramjet Schematic. Incoming air is slowed to subsonic speeds
via a normal shock. This flow is then combusted and a nozzle re-accelerates the flow to
supersonic speeds [3].

The results of the normal shock system, the subsonic velocities within the combustion
system, help to facilitate efficient fuel addition, mixing, and combustion within the ramjet.
However, this shock system also limits the engine in its top speed. Above approximately
Mach 6, it becomes infeasible to slow the flow to subsonic speeds. To reach yet higher
Mach numbers, the flow must remain supersonic throughout the entire combustion process
and, thus we turn to the scramjet engine system [5].

2.1.2

Scramjets

The flowpath of a Supersonic Combustion Ramjet, or scramjet, engine is very similar to
the flowpath within the ramjet engine. A compression system captures incoming air and
raises the pressure before combustion occurs within the combustor. The flow is expanded
through a nozzle, although a converging-diverging nozzle is not needed, as the flow is
already supersonic.

8

Figure 2.3: A Schematic of a Supersonic Combustion Ramjet (Scramjet). Freestream flow
is compressed via a series of oblique shocks, but remains supersonic. Within the combustor, fuel is added and combustion occurs. The flow is then accelerated by the nozzle and
external expansion systems [4].

2.1.3

Dual-Mode Ramjets

There exists a subset of high-speed air-breathing engines known as the Dual-Mode Ramjet, or DMRJ. These engines have the same geometry as a scramjet, but can operate with
subsonic or supersonic flow through the combustor, depending on their mode of operation.
By carefully controlling the fuel addition or using variable geometry, the engine is capable
of flying in either ‘Ram Mode,’ with subsonic combustion flow, or ‘Scram Mode,’ with
supersonic combustion flow.
When operating in ‘Scram Mode’, the flowpath is similar to that of a traditional scramjet. However, when operating in ‘Ram Mode’, the oncoming flow is initially compressed by
a series of oblique shocks before a final normal shock within the isolator, leading to a subsonic combustion process. The heated flow leaving the combustor is then re-accelerated to
supersonic speeds not by a physical throat, as in a C-D nozzle, but by a ‘thermal throat’. In
such a system, an increase in cross-sectional area and the combustion heat release process
serves to choke the flow and allow for supersonic exit flow [5].
The DMRJ flowpath is highly sensitive to changes in fueling strategy, and special care
must be taken when selecting a fueling strategy. The normal shock system within the isolator is maintained by a very delicate balance of forces. The fuel combustion within the
combustor induces a significant increase in pressure, which will push the shock train up-
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stream. Meanwhile, the oncoming flow is supersonic and wants to push the shock train
downstream. If the shock train is pushed too far upstream, the engine will experience ‘unstart’, where the leading edge of the shock train is pushed into the inlet. Once it reaches
the inlet, the shock can be disgorged, leading to the formation of a bow shock and causing
significant spillage. This decreases the mass flow through the engine and, naturally, extinction of the engine. This is a violent process and can result in the loss of the vehicle. If the
shock is unexpectedly pushed downstream, it could eliminate the combustion process and
make restarting the engine significantly difficult [5].
The dual-mode ramjet (DMRJ) engine has garnered increased attention from researchers
due to its ability to operate across a wider range of Mach numbers than either traditional
ramjets or scramjets alone. This capability makes the DMRJ engine the prime candidate
for future Department of Defense (DoD) missions. However, these engines remain in their
infancy and much work must still be done to increase their technical readiness for everyday
use.

2.2
2.2.1

Previous Work
RC-22 Computational Analysis

The present work leverages knowledge learned from previous projects conducted by AFRL
and Wright State University (WSU). In 2009, Milligan conducted an examination of a
DMRJ geometry using Metacomp’s CFD++ numerical solver. Milligan verified that 2D
axisymmetric and 3D cases produced similar results for simple geometries, verifying the
earlier results of Corbin, another WSU graduate student [12, 14]. Some differences arose
as a result of the fuel injector entirely wrapping around the combustor in the axisymmetric
case, as compared to consisting of 8 discrete injectors in a true geometry. Regardless, flow
parameters such as pressure and Mach number showed strong agreements between the two
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cases. By using 2D-axisymmetric meshes, flow simulations can be carried out in a matter
of hours instead of a matter of days [12].
Milligan also compared two combustor geometries, one with a constantly diverging
wall and another with a step, followed by a constant-area section. The stepped geometry
was shown to decrease peak pressure and, as a result, thrust was reduced by 16 lbf. Milligan
also showed that supplemental fuel injectors can help to produce additional thrust, although
this work is mainly focused on adding injectors in the rotational axis which is not captured
in a 2D axisymmetric analysis. Milligan’s models have a secondary fuel injector downstream of the cavity. By moving this injector upstream, although remaining downstream
of the cavity, stream thrust and combustion efficiency were increased while simultaneously
using less fuel. Milligan also noted that shock location within the isolator is extremely
sensitive to the amount of fuel being added to the engine. This work was carried out using
a 22-species reduced kinetics model [12].
The present work also leverages the work done by McGillivray in 2018. McGillivray
used Metacomp’s CFD++ computational suite to solve the flowpath within the RC-22 geometry using energy source terms instead of a full combustion model. Such source terms
are a native feature of CFD++ and will be discussed in the following section. This approach showed that source terms can generate a pressure rise similar to those created by
traditional combustion modeling. McGillivray also noticed the tendency of the engine to
unstart when source term values are greatly increased. Finally, McGillivray showed that
engine thrust can be optimized using energy source terms in discrete regions of the combustor when the flow solver is connected to the Design Analysis Kit for Optimization and
Terascale Applications (Dakota) toolkit, created by Sandia National Laboratories [6, 15].

2.2.2

Fuel Ignition Delay

On a macroscopic scale, fuel appears to combust instantaneously; however, this process
is finite for the timescales experienced by flow within a scramjet engine. For example,
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the ignition delay time, also known as induction time, is approximately 2 x 10−4 s for
a particular mixture of hydrogen and air given as an example by Heiser and Pratt [5].
The combustion process only begins once the fuel and air are “micromixed to flammable
proportions,” which is a function of many thermodynamic variables [5]. One expression for
stoichiometric air and hydrogen fuel, found in Heiser and Pratt [5], is a function of the static
pressure ratio and the temperature. Another expression, developed by Peterson [16], is a
function of molar concentration, activation energy, and temperature. Davidson et al. [17]
has also given a correlation for ignition delay time of a mixture of argon, oxygen, and JP-10
fuel as a function of pressure, oxygen mole fraction, stoichiometric ratio, activation energy,
and temperature. Finally, Xu and Liao [18] express the ignition delay time of kerosene and
air in terms of pressure and temperature in their refinement of Davidson’s work.

2.2.3

Scramjet Expansion Systems

Because the flow within a scramjet nozzle is supersonic downstream of the throat, the governing conservation equations become hyperbolic and we can solve the flowpath using the
Method of Characteristics (MOC). This is an inviscid method where we note that the flow
has two characteristic lines, which are the Mach lines. Along these lines, the flow variables
are continuous, but their derivatives are indeterminate. However, along these characteristics, the governing partial differential equations (PDEs) reduce to ordinary differential
equations (ODEs), becoming the compatibility equations. In Cartesian coordinates, these
ODEs reduce further to algebraic expressions; however, they remain as ODEs in their axisymmetric form. These compatibility equations can then be solved along the characteristic
lines, beginning with the nozzle inlet, where we assume known uniform properties. This
process can then be repeated until the entire flowpath has been solved. Further details into
this method of analysis can be found in References [5, 19–22].
Two general configurations of scramjet expansion shapes are common in the open
literature. The first is the Single Expansion Ramp Nozzle (SERN), characterized by one
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static expansion surface and one moving surface, often referred to as a ‘flap,’ that serves
to reflect incoming characteristics. The variable geometry allows such nozzles to operate
over a wide range of flight regimes by varying their amount of expansion [5]. They also
offer the capability of producing not just thrust, but also lift and pitching moments, helping
to control the vehicle [21]. This nozzle configuration is represented in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Single Expansion Ramp Nozzle Diagram. The upper surface is integrated into
the body of the vehicle and remains fixed. The lower expansion surface is a flap mounted
on a hinge. This allows for variable expansion ratios, making such nozzles operable across
a wide range of flight regimes [5].

Figure 2.5: Minimum Length Nozzle. A minimum length nozzle is generated by inducing a
sharp initial turn within the expansion system. The resulting expansion fan then generates
a series of characteristic waves which can be canceled out by changing the slope of the
wall where they intersect. This process is repeated for each characteristic wave until all are
canceled [5].
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The second common nozzle configuration is the axisymmetric nozzle. Axisymmetric
scramjet engines, such as that studied in the present work, lend themselves well to integration with axisymmetric nozzles. Such nozzles are also highly efficient, although they are
often entirely static, reducing their operability range. These nozzles can be further classified into their two most notable types: the minimum length nozzle (MLN), an example of
which is depicted in Figure 2.5, and the perfect nozzle.
A minimum length nozzle is created when the expansion is initiated by a sharp corner,
inducing a Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan. The wall geometry is then selected to cancel the
characteristic waves by slightly changing the slope of the wall [5]. A Rao nozzle is then
obtained by further imposing the condition that the nozzle exit slope is a function of the
nozzle exit Mach number. This relationship is given as

sin (2θE ) =

2cot (µE )
,
γME2

(2.1)

where θE is the nozzle exit slope, µE is the exit Mach angle, and ME is the exit Mach number [20, 23]. The exit Mach number is an important design characteristic and is determined
from inviscid flow theory. After an exit Mach number is selected, the Rao condition can be
applied and the nozzle geometry can be determined.
If instead of inducing a sharp initial turn, the wall geometry is expanded continuously
and gradually, such that the expanded exit flow is uniform and perfectly axial, the nozzle
is known as a ‘Perfect Nozzle.’ Such nozzles are comparably long, leading to a significant
increase in weight. Thus, they are not suitable for flight-weight vehicles and are instead
intended for ground-based wind tunnel facilities [20].
The aforementioned nozzle geometries are relatively complex, especially when optimization is considered. A simple cone-shaped nozzle requires four design variables, an X
and a Y location for the initial and final nozzle points. Breaking this nozzle into two flat
segments helps to add some amount of curvature, but at the cost of two additional design
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variables, the location of the internal point. If this process were to continue, each successive division would require two additional design variables to be optimized. To approach
the geometric complexity of a minimum length nozzle, over one hundred design variables
would be required, making an optimization process infeasible.

Figure 2.6: Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline Nozzle Example. Complex geometry can be
created with few design variables by using interpolating a curve through the first and last
control points. Intermediate points can then be used to influence the curve in a manner
similar to ‘pulling’ the curve toward the point. Such curves are known as NURBS curves
and are used to generate complex nozzle shapes for scramjet nozzle optimizations.
Instead, higher-order geometries will be created using spline curves. Such an approach has been applied to the scramjet geometry by Ramunno [24], used in 3D nozzle
optimizations by Xing [25], and has been used in airfoil shape optimization [26, 27]. To
easily integrate with Capstone, the CFD grid generation tool used in this work, complex
nozzle geometries will be constructed using Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS)
curves, as shown in Figure 2.6. For such a spline, the curve is interpolated through the first
and last points. Intermediate points then serve to influence the curve, ‘pulling’ the curve
towards the defined point. Additional weight can be placed on certain points, increasing
their influence on the shape of the curve. This process is described in further detail in
References [25, 27, 28]
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2.2.4

Exergy Analysis

Traditional analysis methods rely upon the 1st Law of Thermodynamics (Energy Balance),
but a more holistic approach can be obtained by also considering the 2nd Law of thermodynamics (Entropy Balance). Such a unified approach, commonly known as exergy-based
analysis, is not new, but has thus far failed to gain wide employment. Nevertheless, work
has been conducted to advance exergy applications. Although not addressed as exergy analysis, Bejan’s work on entropy generation minimization has helped to develop the concept
of exergy and its relationship with system efficiency [29]. Similarly, researchers at AFRL,
most notably Drs. Camberos and Moorhouse, have helped to address deficiencies with traditional efficiency metrics and demonstrate the applicability of exergy-based analysis [26].
Riggins et al. developed an expression for the entropy generation and exergy losses
associated with a high-speed vehicle, including a quasi-1D expression for entropy generation within a scramjet engine [30]. Similarly, Marley and Riggins conducted a quasi-1D
analysis of a ramjet engine under steady-state and transient conditions [31]. However, these
efforts were not extended to 2D-axisymmetric or 3D applications.
All systems subject to the first and second laws of thermodynamics (energy and entropy balance) can be expressed in terms of a synthesis equation, or an exergy balance
equation. This allows vehicle designers to weigh the costs and benefits associated with a
particular design or capability and compare efficiency across domains with a universal metric or “common currency,” as stated by Doty et al. [32]. The benefits of this are shown most
explicitly in multidisciplinary design, analysis, and optimization (MDA/MDO), where it
reduces a multi-objective optimization problem into a single-objective problem. Doing so
eliminates the need to weight subsystem performance metrics and instead focus on minimizing exergy destruction within the system as a whole.
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Methodology

3.1
3.1.1

Computational Analysis
Kestrel

The flow solver used in the present work is Kestrel. Kestrel is a multi-physics computational software for fixed-wing aircraft and was developed by the DoD High Performance
Computing Modernization Program Computational Research and Engineering Acquisition
Tools and Environments Air Vehicles (HPCMP CREATE™ -AV) team [33]. Kestrel is built
as a set of individual components which can be toggled on or off for any particular simulation. This allows researchers to adapt the solver to better study their particular phenomenon
of interest. Researchers can also enhance Kestrel’s capabilities by producing their own
components, known as “plugins”. One such plugin has been developed and employed in
the present work to model the energy released during combustion via the inclusion of energy source terms.

3.1.2

Energy Source Term Plugin

The Kestrel plugin that was developed to add energy source terms to Kestrel, hereafter
known as ‘the plugin’, receives an energy source term value and a region of the computational domain where this source should be applied. The plugin cycles through each cell
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within the computational domain to determine which cells are within the source term region
and calculates the volume of the source region. As the volume of each cell is determined,
they are added to find the total volume of the source region. The source term value is then
divided by the region volume to make it a volumetric source term, as Kestrel expects [34].
The resulting value is subsequently non-dimensionalized with the reference density and
reference sonic speed, both of which are also found from Kestrel-native functions. Once
this process has been completed for all of the cells within a source region, the resulting
non-dimensional, volumetric source term is then applied to the right-hand-side of the energy equation for each cell within the source region. When the Navier-Stokes equations are
solved, this will increase the energy within the cell, as though it were experiencing a release
of heat due to combustion, without the computational overhead of modeling the complex
chemical systems within the flowpath. Furthermore, this reduction of chemical complexity
allows for the approximation of the air as a perfect gas. Such an approximation reduces the
number of continuity equations required to only one - that which governs the continuity of
the perfect gas air.
The Navier-Stokes equations can be given in conservative form using cylindrical coordinates as
∂ ũ ∂(Fi − Fv ) ∂(Gi − Gv ) ∂(Hi − Hv )
+
+
+
+ (Ri − Rv ) = Ṡ
∂t
∂z
∂r
∂θ

(3.1)

where
ũ = [ρ, ρuz , ρur , ρuθ , ρet ]T ,
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and Ṡ is the vector of volume source terms [6, 35, 36].
The present work is solely focused upon solving the scramjet flowpath using a 2D
axisymmetric grid. As such, we can assume that the flow is axisymmetric and that there
is no tangential velocity, or

∂
∂θ

= 0 and uθ = 0, respectively. Furthermore, letting z → x

and r → y and noting that the energy source term is the only source term in the current
solution, Eq. 3.1 can be reduced to
∂ ũ ∂(Fi − Fv ) ∂(Gi − Gv )
+
+
+ (Ri − Rv ) = Ṡ
∂t
∂x
∂y
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(3.2)

where
ũ = [ρ, ρu, ρv, ρet ]T ,
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It should also be noted that source terms are defined on a per-time basis. For example,
energy source terms are in the form of energy per time. This is equivalent to units of
power and, for a volumetric source term, can be expressed in SI units as watts per cubic
meter [37]. This added power is often experienced in the form of increased thermal energy,
or heat, and thus the terms ‘power’ and ‘heat’ are to be considered synonymous in the
present work. When adding a specific amount of heat to a region of unknown volume
is desired, the known heat value can be specified and the volume can be divided through
afterward within the numerical code. This is the approach that will be employed in the
present work and all source term values will be presented in terms of overall power values
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instead of their per-unit-volume form.

3.1.3

Capstone

CFD tools require a numerical mesh, where the computational domain is subdivided into
small cells. The result of this discretization is a set of cells and their node points, constituting a numerical mesh.When these cells are small enough, the conservation equations
can be solved for the cells using differencing schemes, producing a numerical flow solution [38]. The mesh maker that will be employed for this work is Capstone. Capstone
is also created by the DoD HPCMP CREATE™ team under their Meshing and Geometry
project [39]. Capstone is capable of generating and manipulating meshes and geometries
for numerical simulations. Capstone history files are Python scripts which can be modified
to run in a “batch mode” process on the DoD Supercomputing Resource Center (DSRC).
This enables Capstone to create meshes for an optimization study without a researcher “inthe-loop” creating meshes. An example of one such modified Python script can be found
in Appendix A.

3.1.4

Computational Setup

In the present work, Kestrel will apply the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
model to Eq. 3.2 [33]. With the RANS model, the Navier-Stokes equations are averaged
using Reynolds averaging, where flow variables are split into their steady and unsteady
components. Solving the Navier-Stokes equations using a RANS model solves the mean
velocity field, although the Reynolds stresses become unknowns. These unknowns are
solved by turbulence models [40]. The RANS model has been shown to be highly computationally efficient and can yield accurate results for a scramjet engine [6, 12, 41]. The
present work is primarily focused on developing advanced computational tools and exercising their capabilities. Accordingly, the RANS model is sufficiently accurate for the present
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work and will help to reduce the resources required to find optimal solutions.
The computational domain takes its initial geometry from the RC-22 test facility; however, the computational costs are reduced by omitting the facility nozzle and instead applying a profile boundary condition to the isolator inlet plane. This profile is based upon the
Mach 1.8 facility nozzle. This work focuses on solving the flowpath in a 2D-axisymmetric
manner, so the lower surface of the domain is a symmetry boundary condition. For crosscode comparisons, adiabatic, no-slip walls are used, but in standard usage, isothermal,
no-slip walls are used. These walls are held at 500K, which is representative of a watercooled test article. Finally, the exit plane is defined as a static pressure sink at just below
ambient flight conditions, approximately 1.5 kPa. A small margin is included to avoid
creating shocks within nozzle geometries that only slightly overexpand the nozzle. These
shocks can artificially elevate the reported thrust production or crash the simulation prematurely, so they are best avoided. Instead, these overexpanded nozzles will be detected and
excluded from the optimization process by the overexpansion detector detailed later in this
section.
The turbulence model selected for this work was the Menter baseline (BSL) turbulence
model, the details of which can be found in Menter’s original paper [42] and the NASA
Turbulence Modeling Resource (TMR) [43]. This model was selected because it has been
used in the past for similar problems [14, 44, 45] and is similar to the turbulence models
used in other prior work [6, 12].
A mass conservation study found that mass was sufficiently conserved with a mesh
global size of 1.875e-03 m and a minimum size of 1.0e-06 m. The flow solution was also
shown to be grid independent at that resolution. The boundary layer consisted of 19 layers,
with a first layer thickness of 1.25e-06 m and a growth rate of 1.5. That corresponds to
a mesh with about 150,000 cells for the baseline RC-22 domain. Grids of that density
were able to be used with a CFL number of 100, an advective dampening of 0.025, and a
maximum number of sweeps of 32. These settings helped to achieve convergence relatively
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quickly, while remaining stable and accurate. An example of the Capstone script used to
create the numerical grids, as well as the Kestrel input file, can be found in Appendix A.
The Kestrel simulations were run using one whole compute node per simulation. This
corresponds to either 48 or 128 cores, depending on the system, with wall times of about
20 to 45 minutes, depending on grid density and size. Flow solution iterations ranged
from about 0.03 seconds per iteration to 0.13 seconds per iteration, again depending on
grid density and size. The inclusion of the source term plugin had little direct effect on
the overall simulation time requirement as compared to a simulation without heat addition,
accounting for about 5% of the total computational time. However, the addition of heat did
delay convergence, requiring more iterations and longer wall times.
The genetic algorithm optimization process builds upon the results reported in previous generations, so it is important that erroneous solutions are detected and thrown out
before they can influence successive generations. Similarly, the automated nature relieves
the workload from the researcher, but necessitates an automated method of verifying results. In the present work, we achieve this verification in a few steps. This process begins
by parsing the simulation log file after the simulation finishes. The post-processing Python
script specifically looks for the string ‘Shutdown: Job completed normally,’ indicating that
the solution had a graceful shutdown and did not crash or run out of wall-time. If this string
is not found, the simulation results are not to be trusted and are thrown out.
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(a) Valid, but Sub-Optimal Design

(b) Near-Optimal Design

(c) Unstarted, Invalid Design

Figure 3.1: Sub-Optimal, Near-Optimal, and Unstarted Flow Solutions. To ensure that
unstart has not occured, a ‘tap point’ is used to gather the flow characteristics at a location
along the centerline 0.2 m from the isolator entrance. If the Mach number at that location
is less than unity, the shock system must be located upstream of the tap location, indicating
an unstarted, invalid solution. A similar system is used to verify that the engine nozzle is
not overexpanded.
Care is also given to ensuring that unstarted engine designs are rejected. A Kestrel ‘tap
point’ is used to extract the flow variables at a point along the centerline 20 cm from the
start of the isolator. Again, the post-processing Python script parses through the resulting
data file, this time to determine the Mach number at the tap point location. As shown
in Figure 3.1, the Mach number will be greater than unity if properly started, yielding
a valid solution; however, unstarted solutions will be detected by finding that the Mach
number is less than unity at the tap location. Such solutions are rejected as being invalid.
A similar method is used to verify that automatically generated nozzle geometries are not
overexpanded. Another tap point is placed along the centerline, about 1 cm from the nozzle
exit. For a solution to be considered valid, the Mach number at that tap point must be greater
than unity, as subsonic flow would indicate a shock upstream of the tap location that is
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caused by nozzle overexpansion. Another undesirable scenario occurs when the nozzle is
overexpanded and the core flow remains supersonic, but the flow along the wall begins to
separate. This is detected by placing a tap point about 1 cm upstream of the nozzle exit and
just outside of the boundary layer. The Python script then examines the Mach number and
pressure at this tap location. The flow must be supersonic and the pressure must be greater
than ambient pressure, indicating that flow separation and overexpansion are not occuring,
for the simulation to be considered valid.

3.2

Optimization Process

The optimization processes for this work are carried out in the same manner as McGillivray [6].
Optimizations are managed by the Design Analysis Kit for Optimization and Terascale Applications, more commonly referred to as ‘Dakota.’

3.2.1

Dakota

Dakota is an expansive program created by Sandia National Laboratories that interfaces between simulation codes and iterative analysis methods [15]. Dakota interfaces with simulation code through a “black box” process, where simulation inputs are generated by Dakota,
these inputs are used in the simulation code, and results are returned to Dakota. No direct
interaction between Dakota and the simulation code is required. At the beginning of an
optimization study, Dakota will read its input file, which tells it the variables it can control
and the range of possible variable values. It also tells Dakota the optimization method that
should be used and which variable is being optimized. Constraining variables can also be
included in the file, limiting which simulation solutions are kept in an effort to eliminate
non-physical solutions [15].
To conduct a Kestrel evaluation, Dakota first makes a new directory for the Kestrel
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Figure 3.2: Dakota Optimization Overview. The light red box represents the initial job
submitted to the DSRC, which runs Dakota. Dakota will then submit additional jobs to the
DSRC to handle pre-processing, the Kestrel simulation, and post-processing, in a parallel
fashion. This process continues until an end condition is reached.
simulation and populates it with all of the necessary files. Some of the files are templates
and require inputs from Dakota. These variables are inserted into the appropriate file in the
correct location using Dakota’s ‘DPREPRO’ utility. The Kestrel job is then submitted to
the DSRC for evaluation. When the Kestrel evaluation is finished, simulation outputs are
processed using a simple Python script. This script formats the simulation results into a
text file that can be read by Dakota. These results are then returned to Dakota for evaluation. When Dakota receives results from an entire generation of simulation evaluations, it
evaluates the results according to its optimization algorithm and the settings dictated in the
Dakota input file. It will then begin a new generation of simulations until it reaches an end
condition, such as a maximum number of generations, a maximum number of simulation
evaluations, or optimal solution convergence [15]. Dakota comes with algorithms for many
kinds of studies and even many kinds of optimizations. However, the present work will
primarily utilize its Single Objective Genetic Algorithm (SOGA).
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3.2.2

Single Objective Genetic Algorithm

One of the optimization methods used by McGillivray is the SOGA method [6]. The SOGA
method creates an initial population, evaluates a ‘generation’ of numerical simulation solutions, identifies the best solutions, and ‘cross-breeds’ them. This resulting generation then
undergoes a series of mutations that results in a process mimicking that of natural selection
found in nature [15]. This process is repeated until an end condition is satisfied and is
represented visually in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Single Objective Genetic Algorithm Cycle. The Single Objective Genetic Algorithm (SOGA) begins by creating an initial population. This population is then evaluated
and good solutions are identified and cross-bred in a process mimicking Darwinian evolution. This cycle continues until an end condition is met.
The SOGA method is quite robust and is recommended for derivative-free global
optimization problems. It also allows for numerical simulations to be run in parallel on
high performance computers, such as the DoD Supercomputing Resource Center, reducing the wall time needed to produce an optimal solution [15]. Other global optimization
algorithms, such as the Dividing Rectangles (DIRECT) algorithm, were also tested and
produced nearly identical results (truly identical results are not to be expected due to the
randomness associated with the genetic algorithm); however, the Single Objective Genetic
Algorithm was used extensively because it showed a good combination of parallel computing capabilities and overall computational efficiency.
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Energy Source Term Plugin

4.1

Plugin Operations

To use the plugin, the user first compiles the plugin files according to the Kestrel Collaborator’s Guide [34]. Next, the KPLUGINDIR environment variable must be set to the plugin
installation directory. Then, the next time that the Kestrel User Interface (KUI) is called,
a new action type will be available to the user. This action type, called “Energy Source
Term,” adds energy source terms to regions specified by the user.

Figure 4.1: Action Selection Window Showing the Energy Source Term Action
After giving this action a valid name and selecting ‘Next’, the user is brought to the
Energy Source Terms input page, shown in Figure 4.2. The first input is named ‘units’
and corresponds to the unit system the user wants to use for the source terms. All source
term values are added to the solver in simulation units, although the user may add them
in whichever unit system is most convenient for them. Table 4.1 shows the available unit
systems and their corresponding units of energy and power. Both energy and power are
given because adding a source term to the energy equation adds energy on a per-time basis,
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which is consistent with units of power. Depending on if a simulation is being run as steady
or time-dependent, it may be helpful to think of the source term addition in either system.
Table 4.1: Kestrel Unit Systems and Their Energy and Power Units

The second input is the body which will be acted upon. This input is validated to
ensure that only one source term action is applied to a particular body.
The next input is the region where a source term should be applied. The user can
select the entire domain or any region defined with Kestrel. Regions can be defined by
right-clicking “Regions” on the left panel and selecting “add”. There are a range of region
shapes available for the user, allowing for precise application of energy source terms. The
plugin can be used for planar 2D, axi-symmetric 2D, and 3D simulations. For planar 2D
simulations, the plugin assumes a unit depth of 1, which is consistent with Kestrel’s internal
assumptions. For axisymmetric cases, the plugin rotates the cell about the x-axis to obtain
a cell volume. For more information on defining regions in Kestrel, see Chapter 6 of the
Kestrel User’s Guide [33].
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Figure 4.2: Energy Source Terms Kestrel User Interface Page
The final input is the source value, corresponding to the amount of energy that should
be added or removed from the system. This value is, as previously stated, given in the unit
system specified by the user, with the plugin converting to simulation units if necessary. A
positive value corresponds to adding energy to the region, while a negative value removes
energy from the region.
To add a source term to another region, the user can select the green ‘plus’ symbol,
which will copy the existing source term definition. A new region and source value can
then be specified for either definition. A practically unlimited amount of source terms can
be defined, although the entire domain may only be selected in the first definition.
Source terms are applied in descending order. Although it is possible to input two
source terms for a single region, only the last-applied (that is, the last-defined) source term
will be used. If regions overlap, the source term to be applied last overwrites any earlier
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source terms within the overlapping cells. A simple way of verifying the order of source
term application is to check the source term log file. An example plugin log file is shown
in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Source Term Plugin Log File
The source term plugin generates a log file stating that it is adding energy source
terms to the simulation. It specifies the region it is applying source terms to and the value
of those source terms in simulation units. If the entire domain is selected for a source term,
the region name may appear as ‘ Default’ within the log file. The order source terms appear
in this log file are the order that they are applied by the plugin. The log file also gives the
total number of cells that the source term is applied to and the region volume as calculated
by the plugin. These serve as a way of checking that source terms are being added to
the correct section of the solution domain and that the region volume is being calculated
properly.
When the user has finished with all their source term inputs, they can move on to the
next input panel, as they would with native Kestrel code. The next time a save is made,
the user’s inputs are added to the simulation XML input file, along with the native inputs.
This file can also be edited directly with the desired source term information. However,
this is not recommended, as errors may not be caught and the plugin may not function as
intended.
To better understand how the plugin works, it is first necessary to describe the files
that make up the plugin. These files are housed in the source directory and are given as
follows:
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• plugin.xml, an XML file that makes Kestrel aware of the plugin, the files it needs to
run, and where it hooks in to the system.
• CMakeLists.txt, a CMake file that lists which compilers are needed and which files
can be copied from the source directory to the install directory without compilation.
• classActivate.py, a Python script that adds the source term plugin component to the
list of active Kestrel components when appropriate.
• SourceTerms.xml, an XML script that gives some brief information about the plugin.
• SourceTerms.pyx, a Cython script that manages the plugin functionality. It is called
by CSI when certain events occur and will call Fortran functions to handle larger
calculations.
• SourceTerms.pxd, a Cython header file that contains the Cython declarations for the
Fortran functions. This file glues together the Fortran and Cython functions.
• SourceTerms.f90, a Fortran script that handles most of the numerical operations of
the plugin. This file determines where source terms should be added and calculates
the value that should be added to each cell.
• bhMod.xml, an XML file that describes the structure of plugin inputs added to the
Kestrel input file.
• SourceTermsAction.xml, an XML file that dictates how the KUI interface is laid out
and offers some simple input validation.
• bhMod.py, a Python script that adds the user’s plugin inputs into the correct place
within the Kestrel input file when the file is saved.
• SourceTermsBH.py, a Python script that describes the SourceTermsAction class and
provides slightly more complex input validation.
• README, a text file that briefly describes the functions of the plugin and how it
operates.
In accordance with Kestrel’s guidelines, all data is obtained by the plugin directly
from Kestrel’s Data Warehouse when it is needed and publishes updated data back to the
Data Warehouse when changes are finished. Thus, one of the first tasks of the plugin is to
register a data item with the Data Warehouse that will contain the source term information.
By selecting a specific name for this data item, the Kestrel architecture is made aware that
it is a source term and should be included in the conservation equation calculations. During
the initialization phase of the simulation, the data item will be populated with initial source
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term data and published to the Data Warehouse. Then, for every iteration of the simulation,
the plugin gathers this information from the Data Warehouse, calculates the source term
applications, and publishes updated data back to the Data Warehouse.
During the compilation process, the Cython header file acts as an interface, making the
Fortran functions available to the main Cython script. When the Cython script calls a particular function handled by Fortran, variables are passed by value, if possible; meanwhile,
data structures, such as the mesh and region information, are passed by pointers. These
pointers are retrieved from the Data Warehouse and are converted into Fortran pointers
before use.
The Fortran script has three major functions: building the source term data structure,
calculating the source term region volume, and applying the source term. The relevant
source code is shown for each of these functions in the following sections, with a brief discussion following. The Fortran file also includes code for data management, visualization,
logging, and cleanup; however, these portions are not relevant to the present work and will
not be discussed here.
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4.1.1

Building the Source Term Region Structure

1 call memAllocatePtr(pUnsSrc%sourceCells, zMesh%nzVolCells)
2 pUnsSrc%nSourceCells = 0
3 do zVolCellIx = zMesh%shmzVolCellStart,zMesh%shmzVolCellEnd
4
zCellIx = zMesh%zVolCellMap(zVolCellIx)
5
ptInReg = isPointInRegion(dwRegions(regIx)%type, dwRegions(
regIx)%points, &
6
dwRegions(regIx)%radii, zMesh%zCellCentroids(:, zCellIx))
7
if (ptInReg) then
8
pUnsSrc%nSourceCells = pUnsSrc%nSourceCells + 1
9
pUnsSrc%sourceCells(pUnsSrc%nSourceCells) = zCellIx
10
end if
11 end do
12
13 call memResizePtr(pUnsSrc%sourceCells, pUnsSrc%nSourceCells)
14
15 totalSrcVol = getSourceRegionVolume(pUnsSrc)
16
17 if (pUnsSrc%nSourceCells == 0) return
18
19 if (pUnsSrc%sourceValuesAvail) call memAllocatePtr(pUnsSrc%
sourceValues, pUnsSrc%nSourceEquations, pUnsSrc%nSourceCells)

Building the source term data structure begins by allocating enough memory for the
pointer of source cells to contain all the cells within the local mesh partition. However, not
all cells may need a source term, so this pointer is resized in Line 13 after we know how
much memory is needed for this process. The Fortran script then loops through all the cells
that the processor “owns” and gets the cell’s index within the mesh. The current cell is
then compared to the bounds of the source term region of interest with the Kestrel-intrinsic
“isPointInRegion” function. If it is determined that the current point is within the current
region, the number of cells within the region is incremented and the cell is added to the list
of cells that are contained within the defined region for that particular source term.
Because the source terms are applied to the Navier-Stokes equations on a per-volume
basis, the volume of each source term region must be calculated. This process is described
in the following subsection, but the function call originates here. Next, if no cells are found
to be within the current source term region, no source term data structure should be created,
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so the process returns. If, however, a data structure should be created, and if the source term
data is requested, memory will be allocated for the non-dimensionalized source term value,
to be calculated in Subsection 4.1.3, along with the number of conservation equations that
the source term applies to and the total number of cells within the source term region. This
pointer is later sent back to the Data Warehouse for application to the current simulation.

4.1.2

Region Volume Computation

1 getSourceRegionVolume = 0.0_kREAL
2 do i = 1,pUnsSrc%nSourceCells
3
vcIx = zMesh%zCellToVolCellMap(pUnsSrc%sourceCells(i))
4
getSourceRegionVolume = getSourceRegionVolume + (wedgeFac * z
Mesh%zCellVolumes(vcIx)) + axiFac * ( 2.0_kREAL * PI * zMesh%
zCellVolumes(vcIx) * zMesh%zCellCentroids(2, pUnsSrc%
sourceCells(i)))
5 end do
6 call pdistBodyAllReduce(getSourceRegionVolume, MPI_SUM)

This function is called to calculate the volume of a source term region, which is initialized to zero. The Fortran script then iterates over every cell within the source term
region and gets its index within the mesh. The source region volume is then calculated by
adding the running volume total to the volume for each cell. For planar 2D and 3D simulations, ‘wedgeFac’ will be 1 and ‘axiFac’ will be 0, so the cell volume can be gathered
directly from the mesh data. However, for axisymmetric 2D simulations, these variables are
swapped and the mesh data only returns the cell area. To obtain the cell volume, this area
must be rotated around the central axis according to the first theorem of Pappus-Guildinus.
This is given as
V– = 2π ŷ A

(4.1)

where V– is the true cell volume, ŷ is the radial distance from the central axis to the cell
centroid, and A is the cell area [46]. Kestrel assumes that the x-axis is the central axis
for axisymmetric simulations, so the y-location of the cell centroid is used for the radial
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distance. Finally, this region volume calculation is only valid for the cells owned by the
current processor, so a Message Passing Interface (MPI) call is used to take the summation
of this calculation across all the active processors to get the total region volume.

4.1.3

Source Term Non-dimensionalization and Application

1 nonDimEVal = -1.0_kREAL*eVal/(pSoln%cellDimen(1,5)*pSoln%
cellDimen(1,2)*totalSrcVol)
2
3 do i = 1,pUnsSrc%nSourceCells
4
zCellIx = pUnsSrc%sourceCells(i)
5
pUnsSrc%sourceValues(1, i) = nonDimEVal
6 end do

The dimensionless form of an energy source term value can be found by dividing by
the reference energy value, Eref , as

Ė ∗ =

Ė
,
Ėref

(4.2)

where the reference energy value itself is constituted by other reference flow parameters.
This is given as
Ėref

ρref a3ref
vref Pref
=
=
.
lref
lref

(4.3)

Kestrel assumes that the reference length is unity, so the length term drops from Eq. 4.3.
The reference velocity and pressure can then be gathered from the ‘cellDimen’ array of
the solution data structure at indexes 2 and 5, respectively. The source terms are applied
on a per-volume basis, so the dimensionless value must also be divided by the source region volume, as determined in the previous subsection. Additionally, Kestrel considers
source terms to be on the left-hand side of the conservation equations, instead of on the
right-hand side as shown in Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2. Therefore, to add energy to the system,
Kestrel expects a negative source term. Thus, the source term must be made negative by
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the plugin. This allows the user to add a positive heat value to their simulation and receive an addition of heat, as would be expected. This negation process, along with the
non-dimensionalization and per-volume division, occurs in one mathematical operation on
Line 1. The Fortran script then cycles through all the cells within the source region and
applies this dimensionless source term value.

4.2

Plugin Verification

The plugin used to add energy source terms to Kestrel was built for this work and, as such,
must be verified. This will be accomplished by verifying that results produced by Kestrel
with this plugin are consistent with those produced using CFD++, which includes source
terms as a native function [47] and which has been used for similar work previously. Case
files from the work of McGillivray were recreated in Kestrel. The isolator inlet profile, the
numerical grid, and source term information were all copied directly from that work [6],
while other inputs were created to accommodate Kestrel’s capabilities. The CFD++ solutions were then compared to solutions generated using Kestrel. The wall pressure and temperature results are shown in Figure 4.4. The two solutions are nearly identical, although
there are slight discrepancies in two locations. The first is the location of the normal shock
within the isolator. This discrepancy is very minor and is likely due to the use of different
turbulence models or numerical schemes. The second discrepancy location is on the backwards face of the cavity, where Kestrel produces a higher temperature and a lower pressure
than the CFD++ solution. This discrepancy is also rather minor, and is most likely a reflection of how the two solvers extrapolate solutions to the backward-facing wall. Only a few
cells are affected and this temperature difference can be ignored without concern.
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(a) Adiabatic Wall Pressure

(b) Adiabatic Wall Temperature

Figure 4.4: Adiabatic Wall Temperature and Pressure Comparisons. The Kestrel plugin
must be verified before it can be employed. This is accomplished by comparing solutions
produced with the plugin to those produced using CFD++, where volumetric source terms
are a native function. In both plots, a strong agreement is clear. There are minor discrepancies in the shock train within the isolator, but this is likely caused by using slightly different
turbulence models. There is also a slight disagreement along the backwards-facing step of
the cavity, but this is likely caused by Kestrel’s wall solution extrapolation process.
For the case shown in Fig. 4.4, energy source terms are added in three discrete regions.
The first source adds 1 MW of power between x = 1.107 m and x = 1.398 m downstream
from the beginning of the isolator. The second and third source regions are from x =
1.398 m to x = 1.689 m and x = 1.689 m to x = 1.980 m, respectively, and both add 2 MW
of power to their regions. The stream thrust at the exit plane can also be compared between
the two code solutions. The Kestrel solution yielded 5,774 N of thrust, while the CFD++
solution produced 5,778 N of thrust. This difference of 4 N is negligible for a scramjet
engine. Furthermore, thrust values are given for additional cases by McGillivray [6]. These
cases were also reproduced in Kestrel with the source terms plugin, the results of which
can be found in Table 4.2. The three source regions are highlighted within the numerical
domain in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Source Term Regions within the RC-22 Geometry. Heat is added into three
distinct regions, with the green region being the most upstream. Each region can receive a
different amount of heat, corresponding to the distribution of fuel addition.

Table 4.2: Comparison of Thrust Production by CFD++ and Kestrel Solutions

The cases ran using both CFD++ and Kestrel were shown to produce similar thrust
results when the same amount of power was added in the same location within the engine.
The largest difference was 8 N, which corresponds to a difference of 0.13%. The wall
pressure and temperature plots were also nearly identical, showing the same agreement
found in Figure 4.4. With this established, it is also necessary to verify that the Dakota
optimization study yields the same optimal solutions as those found in previous work.

4.3

Optimization Verification

The optimization input file used by McGillivray was replicated as closely as possible to
ensure that Dakota is operating consistently between the two cases. Before this optimization is presented, McGillivray conducted an initial optimization and was able to reduce the
design space. Therefore, the presented optimization allows for a maximum of 2.925 MW,
4.55 MW, and 6.5 MW of power to be added to the upstream, middle, and downstream
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source regions. Duplicate solutions are omitted from Tables 4.4 and 4.5.
Table 4.3: Verification Optimization Details

Table 4.4: Optimal Solutions Found by McGillivray Using CFD++ [6]

Table 4.5: Optimal Solutions Found Using Kestrel

The optimization using CFD++ produced the same optimal solution as that using
Kestrel. In both optimizations, adding the maximum amount of heat into the final box
yielded the highest thrust. Adding additional heat to either of the upstream boxes produced
unstart conditions and were considered infeasible by the optimization algorithm. Both optimizations show a general trend that heat should be added as far downstream as possible.
Adding the heat downstream helps to keep the combustor pressure rise away from the isolator, preventing the normal shock to be pushed forward into the inlet. It also maximizes the
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amount of heat that can be added within the combustor. Although the conversion from heat
to thrust may not be complete by the time that the flow leaves the combustor, the additional
heat is still useful for producing increased amounts of thrust.
After the best solution, the power within the downstream source region must be lowered to prevent unstart, which means that additional power can be added to the two upstream boxes. Both optimizations have a second-place solution that reduces the heat within
the final box to 5.778 MW and adds about 0.5 MW to the middle box. The subsequent
solutions continue to reduce the heat added to the final region and places a fraction of that
heat to the upstream boxes.
It should be noted that the input files for these simulation cases are not identical.
McGillivray used a “resistive layer heat transfer” wall, which Kestrel is not capable of
implementing. As such, an isothermal wall was used instead to approximate the effects of
the resistive wall. This is the reason for the discrepancy between the thrust values given
here for the optimal solutions and those given previously for the same source term values.
Table 4.6: Discordant Optimization Solutions

There are two solutions that appear in McGillivray’s list of optimal solutions that
do not appear in the five optimal solutions found using Kestrel. These are namely the
third and fifth solutions, where the source term values are [0.731, 0.354, 3.611] MW and
[0.731, 1.416, 1.444] MW, respectively. These solutions were not explored by the current
optimization algorithm due to the randomness associated with the optimization process.
The CFD++ thrust production values of these solutions are noticeably higher than those
found by Kestrel using the same source term values, as noted in Table 4.6. The Kestrel
solutions were found to be converged and in line with solutions of similar source values.
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The cause of the elevated thrust production is not immediately clear; however, these cases
were re-run in CFD++ and the thrust values were found to be similar to those determined by
Kestrel, rather than those initially reported. Furthermore, it should be noted that the current
optimization algorithm was successful in that it only selected truly optimal solutions as the
best. With these discrepancies cleared, the optimization tools have been verified and can
now be extended to new cases.
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Ignition Delay Source Term Modeling

5.1

Theory

Traditional source term modeling adds a specified amount of power to a region without
regard for the realizability of the solution. As such, they are considered fuel-agnostic.
On the contrary, ignition delay source terms rely upon an ignition delay formula that is
specific to each fuel and, as such, the analysis will only represent one particular fuel. The
decision to add ignition delay source term values within a cell is based upon a comparison
of the fuel dwell time, the time that the fuel spends in the engine, and the fuel ignition
delay time, the time it takes for that fuel to combust. If the fuel dwell time is greater than
the fuel ignition delay time, then the fuel is considered to be combusted and the volume
source term is added. Otherwise, the fuel is considered uncombusted and no source term
is added. Ideally, a streamline would be calculated for each cell within the source region.
This would help to provide an accurate value of fuel dwell time. However, as a matter
of computational practicality, the axial velocity within the cell will be extrapolated back
upstream to the location of the fuel injector. It is also assumed that fuel is injected along a
plane, instead of being injected solely at the wall. However, this is still more realistic than
the traditional source term model, where fuel injection is not considered. Both source term
models can produce non-physical solutions if a source value is set too high, so care must
be used to ensure that the numerical solutions represent physically realizable solutions.
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Figure 5.1: Ignition Delay Schematic. When determining if a source term value should be
added to a cell of interest, the ignition delay time and the fuel dwell time are compared. The
ignition delay time is calculated from an experimental correlation, while the fuel dwell time
is gathered by examining the fuel displacement from an injection plane and extrapolating
the cell velocity back upstream. If the dwell time is larger than the ignition delay time, a
source term value is added to that cell. Otherwise, no source term is added, indicating that
combustion would not occur within that cell.
The present work will use the ignition delay equation presented by Xu and Liao [18].
This is given as
−7

τig = 4.75 × 10

P

−1.16


exp

17360
T


(5.1)

where τig is the ignition delay time in milliseconds, P is the pressure in megapascals, and
T is the temperature in kelvin. This is compared to the fuel dwell time,

τdwell =

xcell − xinjector
df uel
=
.
ucell
ucell

(5.2)

This quantity is extrapolated backward from the current cell velocity, to determine if the
fuel should be combusted. For near-zero and negative x-component velocities, as are common along the wall and within the cavity, a small velocity is assumed to ensure that the
plugin functions appropriately. Fuel is assumed to be injected at x = 1.05 m from the
beginning of the isolator, although this location can be changed to better reflect fuel added
at a particular location if desired. The results of the ignition delay form of the plugin are
most apparent by looking at the total temperature contour of the scramjet geometry.
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5.2

Results

An example of the results that are possible with the ignition delay source terms is shown
in Figure 5.2(a). This is compared to the results found by Milligan et al. [41], known
as Case F09246AE, in Figure 5.2(b). Direct comparisons between these cases should not
be drawn because of the low-fidelity nature of the ignition delay source terms. Instead,
a qualitative approach should be taken to show that the same flow phenomena are being
captured. Both solutions show an increase in the total temperature as a response to the
combustion process. Both cases also show that the total temperature rise within the core
flow is negligible, indicating that combustion is not occurring in that region.
The simulation conducted by Milligan tracks the presence of fuel within the simulation
domain. As fuel is injected and convected downstream, cell mass fractions are updated to
reflect the presence of fuel. However, the flow within the boundary layer is quite slow and
so fuel cannot be convected to the wall. This results in a region along the wall where the
total temperature has not risen. This is in stark contrast to the source term solution, where
the total temperature is greatest near the wall. This is due to the nature of how the fuel
dwell time is calculated within the plugin. By extrapolating the cell velocity backwards
to calculate a fuel dwell time, flow within the boundary layer is denoted as being ready to
combust. However, in a physical process, no fuel would be present in that cell, meaning
that no combustion would occur.
Likewise, the cavity has a total temperature that is also greater than that shown in
the higher-fidelity model. The cavity has a similar issue, where recirculating flow will
be marked for combustion by the source term plugin, although the recirculation process
means that the oxygen within that cell may be partially or entirely depleted, resulting in
poor combustion or none at all. These issues are inherent to the source term process and
must be considered when using volumetric source term solutions.
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(a) Total Temperature Contour Using Ignition Delay Source Terms in Kestrel

(b) Total Temperature Contour Using a Reduced-Species Reacting Flow Model in CFD++

Figure 5.2: A Comparison of Total Temperature Contours Using Two Combustion Models.
The source term plugin attempts to mimic the high-fidelity combustion model results by
considering ignition delay time. By comparing the amount of time required for fuel to
combust and the fuel dwell time, it is possible to determine where fuel would realistically
combust, yielding higher-fidelity results with a more computationally-efficient tool. The
source term solution captures the main flow characteristics, with total temperature being
greatest away from the core. However, some non-physical characteristics are also present
and must be accounted for when using these results.
The plugin does correctly predict that fuel is not being combusted within the core of
the flow. However, the reason for capturing this phenomena is different between the two
combustion models. In the source term model, the flow is traveling too fast to be combusted
according to the ignition delay correlation. In the full chemistry model, the fuel is added
along the wall and the injection process cannot penetrate into the core flow. Nevertheless,
the result is the same and the core flow does not experience combustion in either model.
A note must be given to the computational efficiency afforded by the source term
combustion method. When using 128 cores, as Milligan used, the source term simulation
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required a wall time of less than half an hour, as opposed to the 1 week of wall time
required for Milligan’s solutions [41]. That corresponds to a reduction of core-hours from
approximately 20,000 to just 20. Although the source term approach yields low-fidelity
solutions, it is able to reduce the computational expense of testing an engine geometry and
examining where fuel should be added. Therefore, it is ideal for a rudimentary exploration
of the design space before moving to higher-fidelity models later in the design process.

5.3

Optimization

The previously shown optimization was enhanced to use the ignition delay source terms.
The details of this new optimization are shown in Table 5.1. The plugin keeps track of the
amount of power that it is actually adding to the numerical domain. Thus, it is possible
to make the distinction between the amount of power that is prescribed by Dakota and the
amount that ends up being added due to proper combustion as the “called” power value
and the “used” power value. The amount of unused power can be utilized to form an
expression for the combustion efficiency of “fuel” being added to the system, if such a
metric is desired. Alternatively, a designer can simply elect to not add fuel where it won’t
be used and only add fuel where it will be properly combusted. Because not all of the called
power is being used, the optimization design space has been expanded to allow for 15 MW
to be called for within each of the three source regions. The five solutions that validly
generated the most thrust under the control of this optimization can be found in Table 5.2.
Table 5.1: Ignition Delay Optimization Details
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Table 5.2: Optimal Solutions Found Using Kestrel and Ignition Delay Source Terms

The most noticeable difference between the solutions presented in Tables 4.5 and 5.2
is that the ignition delay source term solutions have heat within every region. Furthermore,
the upstream region has a significant amount of heat added. The downstream region is still
the main location of combustion; however, the ignition delay source term places additional
emphasis on the upstream region, especially the cavity.
The cavity must be actively combusting for the flow downstream to have significant
combustion. When the cavity is not combusting, small amounts of combustion occur downstream within the boundary layer alone and never the core. The cavity is approximately half
of the volume of the upstream region. Most of the core section is exposed to freestream
air and is not combusted, as the dwell time is short due to the high flow velocity and the
core flow is unheated, making the ignition delay time relatively high. Therefore, only the
cavity has combusted within the first region. This accounts for used source term values being much less than the called source term values in the first region. However, because the
source term is non-dimensionalized based upon the called source value, high source values
do still result in artificially elevated temperatures within the cavity. The second source region also helps to carry high-temperature flow downstream to the third region, but is not
as significant as the cavity region. Finally, to help prevent unstart, the downstream region
still carries the most heat, although this is enabled only through the combustion process
contained within the two regions before it.
The thrust produced by the ignition delay solutions and the traditional source term
solutions are of approximately the same magnitude. The difference is small enough that it
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may be simply due to the random sampling of the optimization algorithm. Alternatively,
it could be due to slightly more heat being added in the ignition delay cases, where the
experienced region size (i.e., the region where source terms are actually added) is artificially
reduced.
The ignition delay source term plugin can still produce solutions that are excessively
non-physical. The most prominent example of this is that temperatures within the cavity
can occasionally be inordinately high when large amounts of heat are prescribed. Limiting the plugin to more reasonable amounts of heat release in locations where the flow is
relatively slow would assist in alleviating this issue.
The middle source region does not receive as much heat as the upstream and downstream boxes for the optimal solutions presented in Table 5.2. However, within a real
scramjet engine, fuel travels through the middle region to reach the downstream region.
Thus, there must be a greater amount of fuel within the middle region in order for there to
be a large amount of fuel inside of the downstream region. While this result is consistent
with a secondary injector, such as those explored by Milligan [12], that is not the intention
of the present work. Thus, it may be advantageous to explore prescribing heat in a more
realizable manner. Employing an ignition delay optimization while changing combustor
geometry may also be a worthwhile study. Additional optimizations can take advantage
of a reduced design space based upon the optimization problem presented in this work,
reducing the computational resources required to produce a result.
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Nozzle Geometry Optimization

6.1

Method of Characteristics

A Method of Characteristics application was developed by Rice for designing supersonic
nozzles for the NASA Glenn Research Center [20]. This code, shown in Figure 6.1, was
employed to create the minimum length nozzle geometry studied in this work. Because the
method of characteristics requires known nozzle inlet conditions and these conditions are
dependent on the details of the combustion process, a single set of source term values were
used for the results presented in this chapter. The source terms are added to the same three
regions as described in Section 4.2. A case was run with these source term settings and the
flow parameters near the end of the combustor were extracted. This information was then
used to produce the minimum length nozzle geometry shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: Method of Characteristics Code Interface. The user selects a geometry and
type, along with the design parameters and throat flow properties. Additional controls
are available for the Method of Characteristics solver. This code was used to create the
Minimum Length Nozzle geometry presented in this work.

Figure 6.2: Minimum Length Nozzle Geometry. The minimum length nozzle geometry
produced by the Method of Characteristics code is shown in dimensionless coordinates.
This geometry was then imported into Capstone for mesh generation using a text file created
by the application that containing the geometry as a series of points.
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The MOC application produced a text file of the wall geometry as a set of dimensionless points. Additional processing was conducted in Matlab to re-dimensionalize this data
and format it appropriately for usage with Capstone. The wall data was then imported into
Capstone and used to create a numerical mesh for usage with Kestrel. This mesh was then
employed in a simulation with the previously prescribed source terms. The resulting Mach
contour plot from this simulation can be seen in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Minimum Length Nozzle Mach Contour Plot. The Mach contour plot of the
MOC-designed minimum length nozzle shows a gradual progression toward increasing
Mach number with no shocks or reflections present.
The minimum length nozzle created via the NASA MOC code produced 6,964 N of
thrust, which is a 1,049 N, or 17.7%, increase over the initial RC-22 geometry. This is not
an indictment of RC-22, however, as it was designed as a ground-based test facility, which
rarely expands flow to its entire potential. Instead, RC-22 provides enough expansion to
allow researchers to draw conclusions about thrust production due to their experimental
testing, without worrying about overexpansion. The produced MLN Mach contour plot
also depicts a flow structure similar to that described by Heiser and Pratt, where the Mach
number increases as the flow travels downstream and the Mach number is highest near the
center line [5]. This geometry was designed to produce the maximum amount of thrust
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possible for the properties of the flow leaving the combustor. Thus, it will serve as the
benchmark to compare against when conducting geometry optimizations.

6.2

Spline Nozzle Optimization

The spline nozzle optimization begins with a simple case where the end points are fixed
to the locations of the endpoints of the minimum length nozzle described in Section 6.1.
Furthermore, the nozzle slopes are also shared with the aforementioned nozzle. Therefore,
the optimization algorithm only has to determine the ideal location of the internal spline
point. This optimization is not intended to produce higher-thrust solutions than that of the
MLN, but rather to show that the spline optimization is capable of, and prefers, producing
nozzle geometries that mimic the MLN’s shape. The nozzle that produced the most thrust
from this optimization is shown in Figure 6.4.
Table 6.1: Inner Spline Point Optimization Details
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Figure 6.4: Inner Point Optimization Best Solution. An optimization was conducted under
Dakota’s control to optimize thrust with a variable geometry. The end points and slopes at
the end points are held fixed at their corresponding locations and values in the minimum
length nozzle. The intermediate spline control point is then allowed to float, affecting the
nozzle geometry. The solution shown produced the most thrust, within just 6 N of the
minimum length nozzle. It also has a gradual increase in Mach number, but the turn toward
the axial direction is relatively sharp, inducing a shock. This is a product of the few design
variables for such an optimization and is unavoidable.
The inner spline point optimization yielded solutions within 6 N of the MLN and
geometries that closely resembled the ideal shape. However, one issue is made apparent by
examining the Mach contour plot of the optimization’s top solution, shown in Figure 6.4.
The MOC-based nozzle is derived with knowledge of the upstream flow, so shocks are
easily avoided. The present optimization process, with only two design variables and no
knowledge of the flow, is not able to avoid such shocks. This is certainly not desirable, but
cannot be avoided with the limited degrees of freedom in this optimization. With the focus
on developing tools for initial design space reduction, such solutions would be expected
to be caught and corrected when advancing to higher-fidelity methods. Nevertheless, this
optimization showed promise in creating a high-thrust nozzle. Therefore, we can extend
it to more complex geometries, giving the optimization algorithm more control over the
nozzle spline curve.
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Moving to an optimization with a wider opportunity space, we consider a NURBSdefined nozzle where the combustor end-point remains fixed, but the nozzle end-point is
allowed to float within the bounds of a rectangle defined by the points (2.4, 0.1) and (3.0,
0.4). Similarly, a single intermediate control point is allowed to float withing the bounds
(2.2, 0.1) and (2.395, 0.35), as long as the intermediate point y-location is less than the ylocation of the end point. This affords the optimization algorithm much more control over
the resulting geometries. The details of this optimization can be found in Table 6.2. The 30
solutions from this optimization that produced the most thrust are depicted in Figure 6.5.
Table 6.2: Spline Nozzle Optimization Details

Figure 6.5: Top Single Spline Optimization Results. The Dakota optimization algorithm
was allowed to control the end point and intermediate control point for a NURBS curve
defining a scramjet nozzle geometry. This optimization produced a family of good solutions, the top 30 of which are depicted here. The solution that produced the most thrust
is shown in blue and created 6,738 N of thrust, just 228 N (3.2%) less than the minimum
length nozzle, shown in black. For reference, the RC-22 geometry is shown in red.
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The solution from this optimization that produced the most thrust, shown in blue in
Figure 6.5, created 6,738 N of thrust, which is only 228 N (3.2%) less than the ‘ideal’
minimum length nozzle. Furthermore, the top thirty solutions all share the same general
shape as the MLN. Thus, an inviscid Method of Characteristics-based analysis may be able
to yield higher thrust, but such a study is not always possible, nor practical. For example,
the optimization process described in the present work may be advantageous when the
combustion process is not held constant and the nozzle inlet flow properties cannot be
obtained in advance. This would make calculating and meshing a minimum length nozzle
impractical for use within an optimization process. Instead, the low computational-cost of
energy source terms and NURBS-based nozzles can be used to reduce the design space
before higher-fidelity models are employed.
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Scramjet Exergy Analysis

7.1

Theory

The exergy balance equation is constructed as a synthesis of the energy and entropy balance equations, the first and second laws of thermodynamics. This construction process is
conducted for a simple axisymmetric control volume, with flow moving left-to-right and a
solid wall along the northern control surface. This is shown pictorially in Fig. 7.1.

Figure 7.1: A Schematic of the Exergy Control Volume. Mass flow carries entropy and
exergy into and out of the system. Exergy and energy are supplied to the system through
the employment of an energy source term, which is used to model combustion in a computationally efficient manner. Finally, energy is lost to the wall in a process that generates
entropy and consumes exergy.
Figure 7.1 depicts the example control volume for which the exergy destruction rate
equation will be constructed. It consists of mass flow into the control volume and mass
flow leaving the control volume along the left and right surfaces, respectively. The southern boundary is the symmetry axis and the northern boundary is the solid isothermal wall.
Internal energy, entropy, and exergy are carried into and out of the system through mass
transfer. Wall heat transfer should be considered for any non-adiabatic walls and, thus,
is included in the present derivation. Energy and exergy are both traditionally supplied
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by combustion within a scramjet engine, although the modeling of combustion systems is
computationally expensive. Therefore, the present work will model combustion through the
inclusion of power source terms, which are analogous to the heat released during the combustion process and are much more computationally efficient. Such power source terms are
less realistic than a full combustion model, but this work is intended for preliminary design
examination and establishing general trends before higher-fidelity and computationallyexpensive methods are employed.

7.1.1

First Law of Thermodynamics

The first law of thermodynamics governs the energy balance within a control volume. This
is given by Doty, Camberos, and Moorhouse [32] as
∂
Q̇ − Ẇ =
∂t

Z

→
→
− −
(e + P v) ρ V · dA

Z
eρ dV +

CV

(7.1)

CS

where

• Q̇ is the heat transfer rate,
• Ẇ is the work rate,
R
∂
• ∂t
eρ dV is the time rate of change of energy within the control volume, and
CV
•

R
CS

→
→
− −
(e + P v) ρ V · dA is the flux of energy across the control surface boundaries.

By assuming that the flow is steady, 2D flow at a steady state condition, with negligible
shear and boundary work, and negligible changes in potential energies, this expression
reduces to
Z

Z
q̇dA − Ėsource =

wall

CS
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V2
h+
2



→
→
− −
ρ V · dA

(7.2)

where Ėsource is the energy source term and the quantity
Z
q̇dA

(7.3)

wall

represents the rate of heat transfer through the wall. Thus, in Eq. 7.2 we see that the energy
supplied through the power source term is either converted into flow energy or lost to the
wall via heat transfer.

7.1.2

Second Law of Thermodynamics

The second law of thermodynamics governs the entropy balance within a control volume.
This is also given by Doty, Camberos, and Moorhouse [32] as
 
Z
→
→
− −
dSCV
q̇
sρ V · dA
+
dA + Ṡgen =
T
dt
CS
wall

Z

(7.4)

where

• q̇ dA denotes the heat transfer across the wall,
• s is the specific entropy of the flow,
• Ṡgen is the rate of entropy generation, and
•

dSCV
dt

is the rate of the change of entropy within the control volume.

As before, we can assume that the flow is under 2D steady-state conditions, i.e. there
is no entropy accumulation. This reduces Eq. 7.4 to
Z
wall

q̇
dA + Ṡgen =
T

Z

→
→
− −
sρ V · dA.

(7.5)

CS

Thus, the rate of entropy generated by wall heat transfer and the rate of entropy generation
within the control volume is equal to the change in flow entropy within the control volume.
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7.1.3

Exergy Balance

A more holistic approach to the thermodynamic analysis of a system is to consider the
exergy balance within the control volume. An expression for the exergy destruction rate
can be constructed as a synthesis of the first and second law equations, taking the form
L1 − T0 L2 . This is shown as
 
Z
∂
q̇
dA − T0 Ṡgen =
eρ dV
Q̇ − Ẇ − T0
T
∂t CV
wall
Z
Z
→
→
→
− −
→
− −
dSCV
+
(e + P v) ρ V · dA − T0
− T0
sρ V · dA
dt
CS
CS
Z

(7.6)

or


Z
wall

T0
1−
Tk


q̇dA − Ẇ − Ẋdes

dXCV
=
+
dt

Z

→
→
− −
ψρ V · dA

(7.7)

CS

where ψ denotes the flow exergy per mass, Ẋdes denotes the rate of exergy destruction
within the system, and

dXCV
dt

denotes the rate of the change of exergy within the control

volume. The expression for flow exergy is given by Bejan [29] as

ψ = (h − h0 ) − T0 (s − s0 ) +

V2
2

(7.8)

All properties with the subscript “0” denote the conditions at the dead state, where there
is no exergy within the fluid as compared to the surroundings. For typical analyses, this
would correspond to ambient conditions at sea level, usually taken at a temperature and
pressure of T = 300 K and P = 1 atm, respectively.
By again assuming that our process is steady and noting that the energy source term is
the only work rate expression, we can rearrange Eq. 7.7 to solve for the exergy destruction
rate as


Z
→
→
− −
T0
=
1−
q̇dA − Ėsource −
ψρ V · dA.
Tk
wall
CS
Z

Ẋdes

(7.9)

Special care must be given to ensure that proper sign conventions are used with this expres60

sion. For example, the addition of heat with an energy source term represents work being
done on the system and should be applied as a negative value, resulting in an increase of
destroyed exergy.
We can also note that the exergy supplied to the system is the sum of the exergy
entering the system with mass transfer and the exergy entering the system through the
energy source term, or
Z
Ẋsup = −Ėsource −

→
→
− −
ψρ V · dA.

(7.10)

In

As before, it is important to consider sign conventions when using this expression. Eq. 7.10
can then be used to define a second law efficiency, also known as the exergetic efficiency,
as
ηII ≡ 1 −

Ẋdes
.
Ẋsup

(7.11)

The second law efficiency is a measure of the exergy destroyed by a system in relation
to the exergy supplied to the same system. It can also be thought of as the efficiency of a
system in comparison to its idealized, reversible form. Thus, it can be used as an alternative
measure of performance.
The exergy destruction rate equation, Eq. 7.9, can be applied to the individual components within the scramjet propulsion system, much like the exergy destruction rate can be
constructed for other subsystems of a high speed vehicle. This construction can be seen in
Fig. 7.2 below.
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Figure 7.2: Exergy Destruction Rate for a Baseline Scramjet by Subcomponents. The isolator consumes less than 8 kW of exergy, while the nozzle section consumes less than half
a kilowatt of exergy. The vast majority of exergy destruction occurs within the combustor,
accounting for 960 kW of exergy destruction. This is but one simple example of how expressing the efficiency of various subsystems in terms of exergy destruction rates may be
beneficial to high speed vehicle designers.
For the baseline RC-22 configuration, the isolator consumes less than 8 kW of exergy
and the nozzle consumes only 0.45 kW of exergy. However, the combustor destroys considerably more exergy, consuming 960 kW in the baseline configuration. This is but one
example of how a vehicle designer can use the exergy consumption rate as a design metric and compare component performance across different components using a “common
currency,” as previously described.

7.2

Numerical Optimization

An exergetic optimization was conducted in the same manner as previous optimizations,
albeit with two slight changes. First, exergetic efficiency was now the objective variable
being optimized. Second, exergy supply and destruction rates were calculated using Tecplot360, commonly known as “Tecplot”. Tecplot is a post-processing software designed for
CFD applications by the company Tecplot. Kestrel can natively create visualization files
in the Tecplot binary format. Tecplot can be made aware of the geometry boundaries and
flow variables of the current problem and can then integrate flow values over the surfaces
of the numerical domain. This process can also be automated using a Tecplot macro, which
collects a series of commands into one executable file. These Tecplot macros can also be
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run in a “batch mode” process on the DSRC. Final post-processing, including formatting
results for response back to Dakota, was still conducted with a Python script. The details
of this optimization are given in Table 7.1. Selected generations of this optimization are
shown in Fig. 7.3 and representative optimal geometries are shown in Fig. 7.4.
Table 7.1: Exergetic Efficiency Optimization Details

Figure 7.3: Exergetic Optimization Evolution. Grey solutions are those which were evaluated, but did not yield a suitable solution, whether by causing engine unstart or overexpansion. The first generation is spent exploring the design space and eliminating regions that
produce unsatisfactory results. By the third generation, one such region has been identified,
which is noted by the lack of points along the right-hand side of the plot. By the fourth
generation, three distinct families of solutions have formed, with the shallowest family
yielding the best results. By the seventh generation, that family is the only solution family
to remain, showing that the genetic algorithm has identified that the optimal solution is
within that family.
Fig. 7.3 depicts the first, third, fourth, and seventh generations of a single objective
genetic optimization for exergetic efficiency with respect to the nozzle geometry of the
scramjet flowpath. The wall of the scramjet is defined as a series of flat walls. The two
wall panels that will be varied are the final combustor panel and the single nozzle panel.
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Empirically, this solution will correspond to the optimal combustor length, optimal nozzle
length, and optimal nozzle expansion size.
The first generation is spent exploring the entire design space. By the third generation,
Dakota has identified particular regions as only producing off-optimal designs and will no
longer evaluate similar solutions. After another generation, the optimizer has split the
evaluations into three distinct families of solutions. The seventh generation shows Dakota
biasing its evaluations towards one solution family. Finally, after ten generations, Dakota
converges upon a single family of optimal solutions. The results of this optimization were
then sorted by both thrust output and exergetic efficiency. It was noted that the thrust-based
optimum was different than the exergy-based optimum. Optimal geometries from both
solution families are shown below.

Figure 7.4: The Exergy-Optimized and Thrust-Optimized Geometries. The results of the
exergy optimization were sorted for both exergetic efficiency and thrust production. The
top five geometries from each family of solutions is presented. The red geometries show
that exergy-based optimums have a shorter combustor and a shorter nozzle, indicating that
the wall heat transfer process should be minimized whenever possible. It also indicated
that the flow leaving the exergy-based nozzles have higher energy values than the thrustbased nozzles, although the energy is in the form of enthalpy and not kinetic energy, which
manifests as a lower thrust output value.
Fig. 7.4 shows two families of optimum geometries, one that produces the most thrust
and another that consumes the least amount of exergy. The exergy-based geometries have
a shorter combustor and a shorter nozzle, while expanding to the same area as the thrustbased solutions. This is the result of the exergy analysis accounting for heat lost to the wall
and the exergy destroyed by this process. The heat lost to the wall is a function of wall
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surface area; therefore, reducing the wall length will increase the exergetic efficiency. This
also means that the flow exiting the exergy-based nozzle has a higher exergy value, and
thus a higher energy value, than the flow exiting the thrust-based nozzles. However, this
exergy is in the form of enthalpy and not in kinetic energy, meaning that the thrust values
are reduced.
Although the two families of solutions shown in Figure 7.4 may seem quite different,
they’re actually relatively similar. As shown in Figure 7.5, solutions that are efficient from
an exergetic standpoint tend to also be efficient when examined from a thrust-based perspective. Propulsive efficiency, a common way of measuring scramjet engine performance,
is given as
ηP = ẆP =

FT V0
,
Q̇in

(7.12)

where FT is engine thrust, V0 is the vehicle velocity, and Q̇in is the heating value of the
fuel [48]. For this analysis, the vehicle velocity is held constant and the fuel heating value
is the heat value of the energy source terms, which are also held constant. Thus, for the
present analysis, propulsive efficiency serves as a dimensionless measure of thrust production for a particular amount of heat addition.
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Figure 7.5: Propulsive Efficiency vs. Exergetic Efficiency for Valid Optimization Solutions.
Exergetic efficiency is roughly proportional to propulsive efficiency, indicating that two
performance measures are loosely coupled. It is also worth noting that a Pareto front exists;
that is, for a given propulsive efficiency, there exists a design that maximizes exergetic
efficiency. Therefore, a vehicle designer would only select solutions along the given curve.
The propulsive efficiency is shown in Figure 7.5 to have a roughly linear correlation
to exergetic efficiency, making them loosely coupled. This is expected, as loss generators
will reduce both efficiency metrics, although losses are only explicitly considered in the
exergy-based analysis. It is also shown that a Pareto front exists. Therefore, exergetic
efficiency can be maximized for any propulsive efficiency by selecting a design along the
Pareto front.
Engine designs with additional degrees of freedom may help to further unite the two
performance metrics. It is possible that a more efficient nozzle design would help to transform the exergy-based solution’s high-enthalpy flow into high-kinetic energy flow, without
a significant loss in exergetic efficiency. This would result in single family of solutions
that is highly efficient according to both exergy-based and thrust-based metrics. Neverthe66

less, the current optimization resulted in a 3% gain in exergetic efficiency over the RC-22
geometry, proving that the exergetic efficiency can be optimized using this process.
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Conclusions

8.1

Summary

The present work has developed, verified, and employed a plugin to add volumetric source
terms to the energy equation in the DoD’s HPCMP CREATE™ -AV Kestrel simulation
solver. These source terms add heat to the scramjet engine in a manner consistent with
heat released due to combustion. However, this process is much more computationally efficient than a full chemistry model. The Kestrel plugin was verified by comparing known
solutions that were generated with Metacomp’s CFD++ numerical solver, which includes
source terms as a native capability, and those generated with Kestrel. The location of heat
addition was then connected to Sandia National Laboratories’ Dakota optimization toolkit.
Dakota was allowed to control the heat released within three regions of the scramjet combustor, signifying where fuel should be added within the engine. This again was compared
to a previous optimization to verify that all tools were working appropriately. For an optimization of traditional source terms, adding fuel as far downstream is considered to be the
best solution, as it allows the most fuel to be added, leading to higher thrust production,
while also preventing the combustion pressure rise from causing engine unstart within the
isolator.
The source term plugin was then extended to consider ignition delay. By comparing
fuel dwell time to correlations for fuel ignition delay, it can be determined whether or not
combustion would occur within a particular cell. Source terms can then be added accord68

ingly. The ignition delay source terms produce results that are similar to those created
with full combustion models. The aforementioned optimization was then used to conduct
a new optimization study with the ignition delay source terms. The results are much more
physically realizable and better reflect true combustion.
A static source term setting was selected from a previous optimization and used as
the basis for a geometry optimization focusing on producing additional thrust by manipulating the scramjet nozzle design. To gather a baseline geometry to compare against, the
theoretically optimal nozzle geometry, the Rao minimum length nozzle was created using
a Method of Characteristics code. An initial optimization was then conducted to prove the
viability of a spline-based geometry optimization. In that study, the internal control point
was considered to be the only design variable, while the nozzle end points, as well as their
slopes, were fixed at the same location as those found in the minimum length nozzle. Geometries nearly identical to the ideal nozzle geometry were created, although the presence
of an induced shock is found in some solutions. This optimization process was then given
more freedom, allowing for the optimization algorithm to select the locations of the spline
intermediate point and nozzle end point from a wider opportunity space. This produced a
family of solutions similar to the minimum length nozzle and yielded a top solution that
generated only 3.2% less thrust than the idealized nozzle geometry.
Exergetic analysis combines the first and second laws of thermodynamics into a single, optimizable expression and is a simple method for tracking loss-generators within a
system. It also allows for different components of a high-speed vehicle to be compared
with a universal metric or a “common currency.” In the present work, the exergy destruction rate equation is constructed for a simple axisymmetric combustor flowpath based upon
the energy and entropy balance equations. The scramjet propulsion system was divided
into its constitutive parts and the derived exergy destruction equation was used to solve
for the exergy destruction rate within each component, which showed that the combustor
destroys the most exergy in the standard RC-22 configuration. Finally, an exergetic effi-
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ciency optimization was conducted under the control of Dakota. Evaluation variables were
used as inputs for a Capstone-generated mesh. This geometry flowpath was then solved
using Kestrel. The optimization process showed that thrust-based and exergy-based performance metrics are loosely coupled and yielded a 3% increase in exergetic efficiency over
the traditional RC-22 geometry.

8.2

Future Work

The present work focused primarily on developing and implementing the design tools described in this thesis. As such, there are certainly many refinements that can be made
within the tools themselves, especially within the source term plugin. The algorithms contained within the plugin contribute only a small amount to the compute time of the overall
simulation, but this time becomes non-negligible when running many optimizations with a
large number of function evaluations each. Similarly, other optimization methods should
be considered. The genetic algorithm used in this work is rather computationally expensive
and using a cheaper method may prove to be more cost-effective, even if it requires more
function evaluations.
The consideration of ignition delay certainly helps to re-introduce physical realizability to source term combustion modeling solutions; however, additional considerations
should also be explored. For example, the temperature in the cavity for ignition delay-based
solutions is much higher than expected. This can be addressed by limiting the amount of
temperature change that is allowed to occur within a cell. Alternatively, it could potentially be addressed by moving to a ‘higher-fidelity’ source term, where individual species
are tracked and heat is only added if the ignition delay condition is met and if the reacting
species are present.
The geometry optimization is much more open-ended regarding future work. The
methods described in the present work can be applied to other scramjet components, like
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the inlet or combustor. It may be ideal to optimize the combustor and nozzle components
simultaneously in one optimization process. Additionally, an optimization study with varying geometries and source terms would be of particular interest due to the interplay between
heat and geometry on engine unstart and the difficulties in automating an MOC nozzle with
varying nozzle inlet conditions.
Further explorations into the linkage between exergy destruction minimization and
thrust production maximization are certainly called for by the results of the present work.
Examining the exergetic efficiency of complex nozzle designs, like the MLN, may help
in this effort. Additionally, it should not go unstated that further applications of exergy
analysis should be sought out. The applications and benefits of exergy analysis are far from
fully understood and the aerospace community is only beginning to reap its benefits.
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Appendix A: Input Files and Relevant
Scripts
Dakota PBS Script
An example of the PBS job script used to run Dakota.
#PBS
#PBS
#PBS
#PBS
#PBS
#PBS
#PBS
#PBS

-l
-N
-q
-j
-l
-l
-V
-m

walltime=30:00:00
SingleSpline
standard
oe
select=1:ncpus=128:mpiprocs=128
place=scatter:excl
be

cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR
echo $PWD
module load cseinit
module load cse/dakota/latest
echo ’About to run Dak’
if [ ! -f "$PWD/dakota.rst" ]; then
echo ’Starting New Dakota’
dakota -i DakIn.in -o DakOut.out > DakStdOut.stdout
else
echo ’Restarting Dakota’
dakota -i DakIn.in -r dakota.rst -o DakOut.out > DakStdOut.
stdout
fi
echo ’Dak Ran’
exit
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Dakota Input File
An example of the Dakota input file.
# Dakota Input File: FirstDak.in
# Usage:
#
dakota -i FirstDak.in -e FirstDak.e -o FirstDak.out >
FirstDak.stdout
environment
#
graphics
#
pre_run
#
run
tabular_data
tabular_data_file = ’DakGeom.dat’
method
output
debug
soga
fitness_type
merit_function
constraint_penalty = 1
replacement_type
favor_feasible
population_size = 150
max_iteration = 50
max_function_evaluations = 3500
convergence_tolerance = 0.0006
model
single
variables
continuous_design = 4
lower_bound 2.2 0.1 2.4 0.1
upper_bound 2.395 0.35 3.0 0.4
descriptor ’x1’ ’y1’ ’xend’ ’yend’
linear_inequality_constraint_matrix = 0.0 -1.0 0.0
1.0
linear_inequality_lower_bounds = 0.0
linear_inequality_upper_bounds = inf
interface
analysis_driver = ’sim_script’
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fork
asynchronous
evaluation_concurrency = 500
work_directory
named = ’DakCurve’
directory_tag
directory_save
copy_files = ’SimFiles/*’
parameters_file = ’params.in’
results_file = ’results.out’
file_tag
file_save
responses
objective_functions = 1
sense = ’max’
nonlinear_inequality_constraints = 4
lower_bounds = 1.0 2000 1.0 1.0
upper_bounds = 50.0 5000000 50.0 50.0
descriptors = ’Thrust’ ’Mach_in’ ’P_out’ ’Mach_out_l’
’Mach_out_u’
no_gradients
no_hessians
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Simulation Management Bash Script
An example of the Dakota simulation management Bash script. This script uses Dakota’s
template capabilities to handle some initial pre-processing. It also manages the ‘boundCheck.py’ pre-processing Python script and submits the Kestrel simulation job to the DSRC
if checks are satisfied. This script also manages the ’post.py’ post–processing script and
file management.
#!/bin/bash
module load cseinit
module load cse/dakota/latest
module load cse/python/latest
# Get the evaluation number
EVAL_NUM=$(echo $1 | awk -F. ’{print $NF}’)
cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR/DakCurve.$EVAL_NUM
# Insert the heat values into the params.txt file
dprepro $1 VarPts.txt.template VarPts.txt
# check bounds before submitting job
./boundCheck.py
# submit job if everything looks ok so far
if [ ! -f "$PWD/kdone.txt" ]
then
echo "About to qsub"
qsub -N Dak.$EVAL_NUM -V pbs_sub
else
echo "Job Already Ran"
fi
# wait until the simulation is finished, checking every 5
secs
while [ ! -f "$PWD/kdone.txt" ];
do
#
echo "#"
sleep 5;
done;
# check for errors
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if [ ! -f "$PWD/pyerr.txt" ]
then
cp outputs/tapout/tapout.dat $PWD
cp outputs/Wall/forces.csv $PWD
sleep 5
# if we have both required files, post-process
if [ -f "$PWD/tapout.dat" ] && [ -f "$PWD/forces.csv" ]
then
./post.py
else
echo "$EVAL_NUM missing files"
mv ifNeeded.txt results.tmp
fi
fi
# move and rename the tmp file
cp results.tmp results.out.$EVAL_NUM
exit
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Capstone Python Script
An example of a Capstone Python Script. This script is called to create the computational
mesh for our Kestrel simulation.
#!/usr/bin/env python
import sys
# This appends to the search path our directory
sys.path.append(’/PATH/TO/Capstone/bin’)
import os
cwd = os.getcwd()
avmFile = cwd + ’/NoCavMac.avm’
textFile = cwd + ’/VarPts.txt’
print(textFile)
import capstone
with open(textFile) as file_object:
textVal = [(float(line.rstrip(’\n’))) for line in
file_object]
x1 = textVal[0]
y1 = textVal[1]
x_end = textVal[2]
y_end = textVal[3]

x_tap = x_end - 0.01
y_tap = y_end - 0.02
fout = open("NewTap.tap", "w")
fout.write("3 1.0e-1 \n")
fout.write("0.1 0.01 0 \n")
fout.write(str(x_tap) + " " + str(y_tap) + " 0 \n")
fout.write(str(x_tap) + " " + "0.01 0 \n")
fout.close()
print(str(y_tap))

#---Initializing databases----------------------------84

capmod = capstone.capstone_module("history", "Geometry
Database : Native Kernel", "Mesh Database : Create", "
Attribution Database : Create")
capstone.add_console_output()
gdbi = capmod.get_geometry()
mdbi = capmod.get_mesh()
adbi = capmod.get_attribution()
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Type": "topology"}
outputs = capmod.execute("SetWorkflow", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0")}
outputs = capmod.execute("GetModelUnits", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0")}
outputs = capmod.execute("CreateBrep", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Feature": "",
"Brep": gdbi.get_brep_by_id(1),
"Coordinates": [
capstone.vec3d(0, 0, 0),
capstone.vec3d(2.124, 0.086, 0)]}
outputs = capmod.execute("CreateVertices", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Feature": "",
"Vertex1": gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.VERTEX, 1),
"Vertex2": gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.VERTEX, 2),
"CurvePoints": [
capstone.vec3d(0, 0, 0),
capstone.vec3d(0, 0.0555, 0),
capstone.vec3d(1.215, 0.066, 0),
capstone.vec3d(2.124, 0.086, 0)],
"Type": "LineSegments",
"Periodicity": False,
"MultipleBrepsHandling": "Merge"}
outputs = capmod.execute("CreateEdge", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------85

inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Feature": "",
"Brep": gdbi.get_brep_by_id(0),
"Coordinates": [
capstone.vec3d(x1, y1, 0),
capstone.vec3d(x_end, y_end, 0)]}
outputs = capmod.execute("CreateVertices", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Feature": "",
"Vertex1": gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.VERTEX, 2),
"Vertex2": gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.VERTEX, 6),
"Controls": [
capstone.vec3d(2.124, 0.086, 0),
capstone.vec3d(x1, y1, 0),
capstone.vec3d(x_end, y_end, 0)],
"Weights": [
1,
2,
1],
"Knots": [
0,
0,
0,
1,
1,
1]}
outputs = capmod.execute("CreateEdgeNurbs", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0")}
outputs = capmod.execute("CreateBrep", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Feature": "",
"Brep": gdbi.get_brep_by_id(2),
"Coordinates": [
capstone.vec3d(x_end, y_end+0.25, 0),
capstone.vec3d(x_end+1.0, 0, 0)]}
outputs = capmod.execute("CreateVertices", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
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"Feature": "",
"Vertex1": gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.VERTEX, 7),
"Vertex2": gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.VERTEX, 8),
"CurvePoints": [
capstone.vec3d(x_end,y_end+0.25, 0),
capstone.vec3d(x_end+1.0, y_end+0.25, 0),
capstone.vec3d(x_end+1.0, 0, 0)],
"Type": "LineSegments",
"Periodicity": False,
"MultipleBrepsHandling": "Merge"}
outputs = capmod.execute("CreateEdge", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Feature": "",
"Vertex1": gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.VERTEX, 6),
"Vertex2": gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.VERTEX, 7),
"CurvePoints": [
capstone.vec3d(x_end, y_end, 0),
capstone.vec3d(x_end, y_end+0.25, 0)],
"Type": "LineSegments",
"Periodicity": False,
"MultipleBrepsHandling": "Merge"}
outputs = capmod.execute("CreateEdge", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Feature": "",
"Vertex1": gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.VERTEX, 8),
"Vertex2": gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.VERTEX, 1),
"CurvePoints": [
capstone.vec3d(x_end+1.0, 0, 0),
capstone.vec3d(0, 0, 0)],
"Type": "LineSegments",
"Periodicity": False,
"MultipleBrepsHandling": "Merge"}
outputs = capmod.execute("CreateEdge", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Feature": "",
"Edges": [
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 7),
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 5),
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 6),
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gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 8),
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 1),
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 2),
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 3),
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 4)],
"Points": [],
"Type": "PLANAR",
"MergingTolerance": 0,
"MergingVertexHandling": "NoVertexMerging"}
outputs = capmod.execute("CreateFaceFromEdges", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"AutoSizing": "Default",
"AutoSizing:Ratio": 0.1,
"AutoSizing:SmallTopos": False,
"AutoSizing:Override": True}
outputs = capmod.execute("AutoSizing", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"Names": [
"CoordinateSystem",
"GridUnits",
"ModelScale",
"RefLength",
"RefPoint",
"RefArea"],
"Types": [
4,
4,
3,
3,
14,
3],
"Values": [
"xByUzL",
"m",
"1",
"1",
"0 0 0",
"1"]}
outputs = capmod.execute("SolverParametersUpdate", inputs)
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#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"Name": "Inlet",
"Template": "Patches.Unspecified",
"Parent": adbi.get_attrib_by_path("2D Kestrel/Properties
/*current/Patches"),
"Topos": [
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 1)]}
outputs = capmod.execute("AnalysisProperty_Create", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"Name": "Sym",
"Template": "Patches.Symmetry",
"Parent": adbi.get_attrib_by_path("2D Kestrel/Properties
/*current/Patches"),
"Topos": [
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 8)]}
outputs = capmod.execute("AnalysisProperty_Create", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"Name": "Wall1",
"Template": "Patches.NoSlipWall",
"Parent": adbi.get_attrib_by_path("2D Kestrel/Properties
/*current/Patches"),
"Topos": [
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 2),
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 3),
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 4)]}
outputs = capmod.execute("AnalysisProperty_Create", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"Name": "Wall2",
"Template": "Patches.NoSlipWall",
"Parent": adbi.get_attrib_by_path("2D Kestrel/Properties
/*current/Patches"),
"Topos": [
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 7),
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gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 5)]}
outputs = capmod.execute("AnalysisProperty_Create", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"Name": "Outlet",
"Template": "Patches.Sink",
"Parent": adbi.get_attrib_by_path("2D Kestrel/Properties
/*current/Patches"),
"Topos": [
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 6)]}
outputs = capmod.execute("AnalysisProperty_Create", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"Name": "",
"UpTopo": gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.UNKNOWN, 0),
"Topos": [
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 2),
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 3),
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 4)],
"EpsilonFormula": "",
"Epsilon": 0.01,
"GrowthRate": 1.2,
"NbrLayers": 10,
"Thickness": 1,
"LastLayer": 1,
"UseAccel": False,
"AccelRate": 1,
"MaxGrowth": 1,
"AccelLayer": 2,
"Radius": 0}
outputs = capmod.execute("CreateBoundaryLayerCfd", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"Attribute": adbi.get_attrib_by_path("2D Kestrel/Sizing
/*current/BoundaryLayers/Edge B.L."),
"Type": "CFD",
"EpsilonFormula": "",
"Epsilon": 1.25e-06,
"GrowthRate": 1.5,
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"NbrLayers": 19,
"Thickness": 1,
"LastLayer": 1,
"UseAccel": False,
"GrowthAccel": 1.05,
"MaxGrowth": 2,
"StartLayer": 2,
"Layers": [],
"Radius": 0}
outputs = capmod.execute("UpdateBoundaryLayerParameter",
inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"Name": "",
"UpTopo": gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.UNKNOWN, 0),
"Topos": [
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 7),
gdbi.get_topo_by_id(capstone.EDGE, 5)],
"EpsilonFormula": "",
"Epsilon": 0.01,
"GrowthRate": 1.2,
"NbrLayers": 10,
"Thickness": 1,
"LastLayer": 1,
"UseAccel": False,
"AccelRate": 1,
"MaxGrowth": 1,
"AccelLayer": 2,
"Radius": 0}
outputs = capmod.execute("CreateBoundaryLayerCfd", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"Attribute": adbi.get_attrib_by_path("2D Kestrel/Sizing
/*current/BoundaryLayers/Edge B.L._1"),
"Type": "CFD",
"EpsilonFormula": "",
"Epsilon": 2e-06,
"GrowthRate": 2,
"NbrLayers": 14,
"Thickness": 1,
"LastLayer": 1,
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"UseAccel": False,
"GrowthAccel": 1.05,
"MaxGrowth": 2,
"StartLayer": 2,
"Layers": [],
"Radius": 0}
outputs = capmod.execute("UpdateBoundaryLayerParameter",
inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"ScalingFactor": 1,
"MinSize": 1e-06,
"GlobalSize": 0.001875,
"MinNumSegments": 1,
"ProximityFlag": True,
"SizeIncrement": 1.5,
"AccurateCurvatureFlag": True,
"ExtractsizeFlag": True,
"Container": 1,
"AllowAnisotropyFlag": False,
"BoundaryLayerDiffusionVolume": 100,
"BoundaryLayerDiffusionSurface": 10,
"BoundaryLayerRadius": False}
outputs = capmod.execute("SetSizingParameters", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"Attribute": adbi.get_attrib_by_path("2D Kestrel/Sizing
/*current/BoundaryLayers/Edge B.L._1"),
"Type": "CFD",
"EpsilonFormula": "",
"Epsilon": 2e-06,
"GrowthRate": 2,
"NbrLayers": 10,
"Thickness": 1,
"LastLayer": 1,
"UseAccel": False,
"GrowthAccel": 1.05,
"MaxGrowth": 2,
"StartLayer": 2,
"Layers": [],
"Radius": 0}
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outputs = capmod.execute("UpdateBoundaryLayerParameter",
inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"Model": gdbi.get_model_by_name("SmlibModel0"),
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"InputMesh": capstone.M_MModel(),
"Breps": [],
"Topos": [],
"PatchFailed": True}
outputs = capmod.execute("GenerateFaceMesh", inputs)
#-----------------------------------------------------inputs = {"MeshModel": mdbi.get_model_by_name("Mesh_1"),
"Writer": "",
"Exporter": "2D Kestrel Exporter (avm)",
"Analysis": "2D Kestrel",
"FileName": avmFile,
"XmlAttribution": False,
"Attributes": [],
"LengthUnit": ""}
outputs = capmod.execute("ExportMesh", inputs)
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Kestrel Input File
An example of a Kestrel input file.
<JobInputs featureSet="13.07">
<!--Written by version 12.1rc4-->
<ComponentList>
<Component>FirstSentinel</Component>
<Component>SimulationControl</Component>
<Component>GlobalFluidSettings</Component>
<Component>FreestreamConditions</Component>
<Component>ExtractsInSitu</Component>
<Component>MeshManager</Component>
<Component>InitializeSentinel</Component>
<Component>MoveSentinel</Component>
<Component>SourceTerms</Component>
<Component>KCFD</Component>
<Component>SolveSentinel</Component>
<Component>ForcesMomentsCalc</Component>
<Component>ExceptionManager</Component>
<Component>OutputManager</Component>
<Component>TapManager</Component>
<Component>TrackFileWriter</Component>
<Component>OutputSentinel</Component>
<Component>TimeManager</Component>
</ComponentList>
<InputList>
<Input name="Alpha">0.0</Input>
<Input name="AnalyticSolution">Constant</Input>
<Input name="AtmosphereModel">Standard</Input>
<Input name="Beta">0.0</Input>
<Input name="Compressible">Yes</Input>
<Input name="ConvectiveFluxJacobian">Default</Input>
<Input name="Description" />
<Input name="EnableFluidGravity">No</Input>
<Input name="EquationSet">Turbulent N-S</Input>
<Input name="FixedSweeps">No</Input>
<Input name="FlowSolutionOrigin">Native Flow Solver</
Input>
<Input name="FreestreamVelocity">-1.0</Input>
<Input name="GradientType">Weighted</Input>
<Input name="Gravity">-1.0</Input>
<Input name="InitialConditionMode">Freestream</Input>
<Input name="InviscidFlux">HLLE++</Input>
<Input name="JobName">IsoWall</Input>
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<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
Input>
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
Input>
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input
<Input

name="KnownCond">P-T-Vel</Input>
name="LimiterType">Default</Input>
name="LoadBalancing">Yes</Input>
name="Mach">1.79968661376</Input>
name="MaxSolutionAverage">300</Input>
name="MaxSweeps">32</Input>
name="MinSweeps">4</Input>
name="MinimumAltitude">0.0</Input>
name="MinimumQueueTime">1800</Input>
name="OutputNormalizedUnsteadyResidual">Yes</
name="OutputSolutionDiagnostics">No</Input>
name="PartitioningGrouping">Node</Input>
name="PartitioningScheme">RIB</Input>
name="PreFlight">No</Input>
name="RefTurbEddyViscRatio">-1.0</Input>
name="RefTurbIntensity">-1.0</Input>
name="Relaxation">0.9</Input>
name="Restart">No</Input>
name="RestartDirectory" />
name="RestartFrequency">0</Input>
name="RestartKeepOld">0</Input>
name="ReynoldsLength">.11</Input>
name="SlidingInterfaceMethod">Area Weighted</
name="SolutionUpdate">Default</Input>
name="SpeciesSolverStrategy">Segregated</Input>
name="StartupIterations">0</Input>
name="StaticPressure">65621.4</Input>
name="StaticTemperature">504.992</Input>
name="StencilType">FN1</Input>
name="StopAtMinimumAltitude">No</Input>
name="SweepsConvergenceCriteria">1.0e-6</Input>
name="SweepsDataCommFrequency">1</Input>
name="TempIncrement">0.0</Input>
name="TransitionModel">None</Input>
name="TurbulenceDES">No</Input>
name="TurbulenceModel">Menter</Input>
name="TurbulencePrandtl">0.9</Input>
name="TurbulenceQCR">No</Input>
name="TurbulenceRC">No</Input>
name="TurbulenceSST">No</Input>
name="TurbulenceSchmidt">0.9</Input>
name="TurbulenceWall">Yes</Input>
name="Velocity">810.67</Input>
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<Input name="VenkataK">5.0</Input>
<Input name="VisManMode">Disabled</Input>
<Input name="VisManWriteAtEnd">No</Input>
<Input name="ViscousFlux">LDD+</Input>
<Input name="ViscousFluxJacobian">Standard</Input>
<Input name="VisualizeBadCells">No</Input>
</InputList>
<BodyHierarchy>
<ActivateOffBody>No</ActivateOffBody>
<ScaleInputs>No</ScaleInputs>
<SimulationScale>1</SimulationScale>
<SimulationUnits>MKS</SimulationUnits>
<DefinitionList>
<UnstructuredDefinition def="def1" units="MKS">
<InertialScope>part</InertialScope>
<CenterOfMass>0.0,0.0,0.0</CenterOfMass>
<Mass>0.0</Mass>
<PrincipalMomentsOfInertia>0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0</
PrincipalMomentsOfInertia>
<Mesh name="Mesh_1" type="Unstructured">
<AutoMeshLocation>External</AutoMeshLocation>
<AxiSymmetric>Yes</AxiSymmetric>
<Mesher>D3</Mesher>
<OutputReferenceLength>1.0,1.0,1.0</
OutputReferenceLength>
<Path>NoCavMac.avm</Path>
<ShiftRefPtToOrigin>Yes</ShiftRefPtToOrigin>
</Mesh>
</UnstructuredDefinition>
</DefinitionList>
<BoundaryConditionList>
<SymmetryBC name="Symm" units="MKS">
<PatchList>body1:Sym</PatchList>
<ForceAccount>true</ForceAccount>
<ForceAccountAbsolute>true</ForceAccountAbsolute>
<MomentumLoads>No</MomentumLoads>
</SymmetryBC>
<ProfileBC coordinateSystem="xByUzL" name="Inflow"
units="MKS">
<PatchList>body1:Inlet</PatchList>
<ForceAccount>true</ForceAccount>
<ForceAccountAbsolute>true</ForceAccountAbsolute>
<MomentumLoads>Add</MomentumLoads>
<CoordinateDirection>Y</CoordinateDirection>
<Initialize>Yes</Initialize>
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<ProfileMethod>Modified Riemann Invariants</
ProfileMethod>
<SpecificationFile>/PATH/TO/InletProfile.txt</
SpecificationFile>
<StartTime>0.0</StartTime>
<Window>0.0,0.0</Window>
</ProfileBC>
<NoSlipWallBC name="Wall" units="MKS">
<PatchList>body1:Wall1</PatchList>
<ForceAccount>true</ForceAccount>
<ForceAccountAbsolute>true</ForceAccountAbsolute>
<MomentumLoads>No</MomentumLoads>
<Ks>0.0</Ks>
<NoSlipWallMethod>Isothermal</NoSlipWallMethod>
<WallTemperature>500</WallTemperature>
<WallVelocityType>None</WallVelocityType>
<WallVelocityRefFrame>Body</WallVelocityRefFrame>
</NoSlipWallBC>
<NoSlipWallBC name="DomExt" units="MKS">
<PatchList>body1:Wall2</PatchList>
<ForceAccount>true</ForceAccount>
<ForceAccountAbsolute>true</ForceAccountAbsolute>
<MomentumLoads>No</MomentumLoads>
<Ks>0.0</Ks>
<NoSlipWallMethod>Isothermal</NoSlipWallMethod>
<WallTemperature>500</WallTemperature>
<WallVelocityType>None</WallVelocityType>
<WallVelocityRefFrame>Body</WallVelocityRefFrame>
</NoSlipWallBC>
<SinkBC name="Outflow" units="MKS">
<PatchList>body1:Outlet</PatchList>
<ForceAccount>true</ForceAccount>
<ForceAccountAbsolute>true</ForceAccountAbsolute>
<MomentumLoads>Add</MomentumLoads>
<SinkMethod>Static Pressure</SinkMethod>
<StaticPressure>1500</StaticPressure>
</SinkBC>
</BoundaryConditionList>
<BodyList>
<Body def="def1" name="body1" units="MKS" />
</BodyList>
<ActionList>
<FVMCFD enable="true" name="CFD">
<ArtificialCompressibilityFactor>2.0</
ArtificialCompressibilityFactor>
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<CFL>100.0</CFL>
<CFLRampFraction>0.0</CFLRampFraction>
<CFLStart>100.0</CFLStart>
<Iterations>30000</Iterations>
<RecurrenceType>None</RecurrenceType>
<SpatialAccuracy>First-Order</SpatialAccuracy>
<SpatialAccuracyRampFraction>0.0</
SpatialAccuracyRampFraction>
<Start>0.0</Start>
<TemporalDampingAdvection>0.025</
TemporalDampingAdvection>
<TemporalDampingAdvectionStart>0.5</
TemporalDampingAdvectionStart>
<TemporalDampingRampFraction>0.0</
TemporalDampingRampFraction>
<TemporalDampingTransition>-1.0</
TemporalDampingTransition>
<TemporalDampingTurbulence>-1.0</
TemporalDampingTurbulence>
<TimeSolutionMode>Steady</TimeSolutionMode>
<TransitionSpatialAccuracy>First-Order</
TransitionSpatialAccuracy>
<TurbulenceSpatialAccuracy>First-Order</
TurbulenceSpatialAccuracy>
</FVMCFD>
</ActionList>
<RegionList>
</RegionList>
<OutputSettings>
<CoordinateSystem>Default Scheme</CoordinateSystem>
<FirstIter>0</FirstIter>
<FlowSolutionAlwaysWriteMesh>No</
FlowSolutionAlwaysWriteMesh>
<FlowSolutionFileFormat>TECPLOT</
FlowSolutionFileFormat>
<FlowSolutionFileType>Volume</FlowSolutionFileType>
<MissDistanceFrequency>0</MissDistanceFrequency>
<SierraSDOUTPUTContent>Displacement,Force,Strain,
Stress</SierraSDOUTPUTContent>
<SierraTFAriaOUTPUTContent>Heat Flux,Temperature</
SierraTFAriaOUTPUTContent>
<StrucSolutionFileFormat>TECPLOT (BINARY)</
StrucSolutionFileFormat>
<TimeAveragingStart>0</TimeAveragingStart>
<TimeAveragingWriteFrequency>0</
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TimeAveragingWriteFrequency>
<TrackFormat>CSV</TrackFormat>
<VisualizationFileContent>Density,Velocity Vector,
Velocity Magnitude,Pressure,Temperature,Enthalpy,
Entropy,Solid Wall Heat Flux,Mach Number,Turbulent to
Molecular Viscosity Ratio,Y+ of First Cell</
VisualizationFileContent>
<VisualizationFrequency>5000</VisualizationFrequency>
<VisualizationFrequencyType>Iteration Based</
VisualizationFrequencyType>
<VisualizationReferenceFrame>&lt;Inertial&gt;</
VisualizationReferenceFrame>
<VizWriteOffBody>Yes</VizWriteOffBody>
<VizWriteStructures>Yes</VizWriteStructures>
<VizWriteThermal>Yes</VizWriteThermal>
<VizWriteUnstructured>Yes</VizWriteUnstructured>
</OutputSettings>
<OutputList>
<PatchTracking enable="true" name="Outlet">
<ForceTypes>Total,Pressure,Viscous,Momentum</
ForceTypes>
<PatchList>body1:Outlet</PatchList>
<TrackingList>Coefficients,Forces and Moments,
Integrated Properties</TrackingList>
<ReferenceArea>1.0</ReferenceArea>
<ReferenceLength>1.0,1.0,1.0</ReferenceLength>
<ReferencePoint>0.0,0.0,0.0</ReferencePoint>
<ReferenceFrame>
<Frame>body1</Frame>
<Origin>Mesh Reference Point</Origin>
<Source>Frame Body</Source>
</ReferenceFrame>
</PatchTracking>
<PatchTracking enable="true" name="Inlet">
<ForceTypes>Total,Pressure,Viscous,Momentum</
ForceTypes>
<PatchList>body1:Inlet</PatchList>
<TrackingList>Coefficients,Forces and Moments,
Integrated Properties</TrackingList>
<ReferenceArea>1.0</ReferenceArea>
<ReferenceLength>1.0,1.0,1.0</ReferenceLength>
<ReferencePoint>0.0,0.0,0.0</ReferencePoint>
<ReferenceFrame>
<Frame>body1</Frame>
<Origin>Mesh Reference Point</Origin>
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<Source>Frame Body</Source>
</ReferenceFrame>
</PatchTracking>
<PatchTracking enable="true" name="Wall">
<ForceTypes>Total,Pressure,Viscous,Momentum</
ForceTypes>
<PatchList>body1:Wall1</PatchList>
<TrackingList>Coefficients,Forces and Moments,
Integrated Properties</TrackingList>
<ReferenceArea>1.0</ReferenceArea>
<ReferenceLength>1.0,1.0,1.0</ReferenceLength>
<ReferencePoint>0.0,0.0,0.0</ReferencePoint>
<ReferenceFrame>
<Frame>body1</Frame>
<Origin>Mesh Reference Point</Origin>
<Source>Frame Body</Source>
</ReferenceFrame>
</PatchTracking>
<BodyTracking enable="true" name="MainBody">
<BodyList>body1</BodyList>
<TrackingList>CFD Core,CFD Turbulence,Coefficients,
Forces and Moments</TrackingList>
</BodyTracking>
<Taps enable="true" name="tapout">
<DataExtraction>Closest Solution Value</
DataExtraction>
<Frequency>1</Frequency>
<File>NewTap.tap</File>
<MoveWithFrame>Yes</MoveWithFrame>
<OutputFormat>ASCII</OutputFormat>
<PushToSolution>No</PushToSolution>
<PushToSurface>No</PushToSurface>
<Variables>Velocity Vector,Pressure,Temperature,Mach
Number,Momentum Vector</Variables>
<ReferenceFrame>
<Frame>body1</Frame>
<Origin>Mesh Origin</Origin>
<Source>Frame Mesh</Source>
</ReferenceFrame>
</Taps>
</OutputList>
<GasProperties>
<ExcludedVolume>No</ExcludedVolume>
<GasSpecification>Native Perfect Gas</GasSpecification
>
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<PerfectGas>Air</PerfectGas>
</GasProperties>
</BodyHierarchy>
</JobInputs>
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Kestrel PBS Script
An example of a Kestrel simulation PBS job script. This script is submitted to the DSRC by
the simulation management script after pre-processing is finished; however, mesh generation may occur at this stage if a variable mesh is used, as in a geometry optimization. This
is accomplished by calling a Capstone Python script, shown here as ‘SingleSplineExt.py’.
Kestrel is then ran and a simple text file is generated to signify that Kestrel is finished.
#!/bin/bash
#PBS -l walltime=01:30:00
#PBS -q standard
#PBS -j oe
#PBS -l application=kestrel
#PBS -l select=1:ncpus=128:mpiprocs=128
#PBS -l place=scatter:excl
#PBS -V
#

module load create
echo ’Current Directory: ’
echo $PWD
echo ’Working Directory: ’
echo $PBS_O_WORKDIR
cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR
export KPLUGINDIR=/PATH/TO/PLUGIN/BUILD/INSTALL
echo $(date +"%T")
./SingleSplineExt.py > cap.out
echo $(date +"%T")
sleep 5
# No sense in running Kestrel if mesh is bad
# queue time helps to ensure graceful Kestrel shutdown
if [ ! -f "$PWD/pyerr.txt" ]
then
/PATH/TO/kestrel/bin/csi -i CapNoCav.xml -q 01:20:00
fi
echo $(date +"%T")
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echo "kestrel done" >> kdone.txt
exit
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Python Post-processing Script
An example of a Python post-processing script, used to extract information from the Kestrel
simulation results and format it in the manner that Dakota expects.
#!/usr/bin/python
import os
import csv
flag = 1
searchString = ’Shutdown: Job completed normally’
# Make sure the following path is correct - the log file
name should reflect the kestrel job name
logFile = open("log/IsoWall.log", "r")
readfile = logFile.read()
if searchString in readfile:
flag = 0
tapFile = ’tapout.dat’
thrustFile = ’forces.csv’
lis1 = list(csv.reader(open(tapFile), delimiter = ’ ’))
inMach = lis1[-3][21]
if inMach == ’’:
inMach = lis1[-3][20]
outP = lis1[-2][17]
if outP == ’’:
outP = lis1[-2][16]
outMach_U = lis1[-2][21]
if outMach_U == ’’:
outMach_U = lis1[-2][20]
outMach = lis1[-1][21]
if outMach == ’’:
outMach = lis1[-1][20]

f = open("results.tmp", "w")
lis2 = list(csv.reader(open(thrustFile), delimiter = ’,’))
last_thrust = str(-1*float(lis2[-1][2]))
print(last_thrust)
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if flag == 1:
last_thrust = ’0.0’
inMach = ’0.0’
outP = ’0.0’
outMach = ’0.0’
outMach_U = ’0.0’

f.write(last_thrust)
f.write(’\n’)
f.write(inMach)
f.write(’\n’)
f.write(outP)
f.write(’\n’)
f.write(outMach)
f.write(’\n’)
f.write(outMach_U)
f.close()
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Tecplot360 Exergy Post-processing Macro
An example of a Tecplot360 macro script, used to extract exergy data from the Kestrel
simulation visualization file. This script calculates the flow exergy into and out of the
system by integrating across the inlet and outlet planes. It also calculates the exergy that
is destroyed as a result of wall heat transfer by integrating along the wall surface. It then
saves the results of these integrations to a text file to be parsed by the post-processing
Python script and formatted for return back to Dakota.
$!ReadDataSet ’"|$PWD|/outputs/visualization/body1/
MeshTestFlow00025000.plt" ’
ReadDataOption = New
ResetStyle = No
VarLoadMode = ByName
AssignStrandIDs = Yes
VarNameList = ’"X" "Y" "Density" "VelocityX" "VelocityY"
"VelocityZ" "VelocityMag" "Pressure" "Temperature" "
Enthalpy" "Entropy" "WallHeatFlux" "Mach" "TurbMolRatio"
"Y+"’
$!AlterData
Equation = ’{FlowX} = (({Enthalpy} - 220990) - (220*({
Entropy}-7680)) + (0.5*{VelocityMag}*{VelocityMag}))’
$!AlterData
Equation = ’{WallX} = ((1-(220/{Temperature}))*{
WallHeatFlux})’
$!ExtendedCommand
CommandProcessorID = ’CFDAnalyzer4’
Command = ’SetFieldVariables ConvectionVarsAreMomentum=\’
F\’ UVarNum=4 VVarNum=5 WVarNum=0 ID1=\’Density\’
Variable1=3 ID2=\’Temperature\’ Variable2=9’
$!ExtendedCommand
CommandProcessorID = ’CFDAnalyzer4’
Command = ’SetGeometryAndBoundaries Axisymmetric=\’T\’
SymmetryVar=\’Y\’ SymmetryValue=0 ConnectZones=\’F\’
NodeTolerance=1e-06 DefaultBC=\’Extrapolated\’’
RAWDATA
Wall,[2-5]
$!ExtendedCommand
CommandProcessorID = ’CFDAnalyzer4’
Command = ’Integrate VariableOption=\’Scalar\’ XOrigin=0
YOrigin=0 ZOrigin=0 ScalarVar=17 Absolute=\’F\’
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ExcludeBlanked=\’F\’ XVariable=1 YVariable=2 ZVariable=3
IntegrateOver=\’Cells\’ IntegrateBy=\’Zones\’ IRange={MIN
=1 MAX = 0 SKIP = 1} JRange={MIN =1 MAX = 0 SKIP = 1}
KRange={MIN =1 MAX = 0 SKIP = 1} PlotResults=\’F\’ PlotAs
=\’Result\’ TimeMin=0 TimeMax=0’
$!ExtendedCommand
CommandProcessorID = ’CFDAnalyzer4’
Command = ’SaveIntegrationResults FileName=\’|$PWD|/Wall.
txt\’’
$!ExtendedCommand
CommandProcessorID = ’CFDAnalyzer4’
Command = ’Integrate VariableOption=\’
MassWeightedFlowRate\’ XOrigin=0 YOrigin=0 ZOrigin=0
ScalarVar=16 Absolute=\’F\’ ExcludeBlanked=\’F\’
XVariable=1 YVariable=2 ZVariable=3 IntegrateOver=\’Cells
\’ IntegrateBy=\’Zones\’ IRange={MIN =1 MAX = 0 SKIP = 1}
JRange={MIN =1 MAX = 0 SKIP = 1} KRange={MIN =1 MAX = 0
SKIP = 1} PlotResults=\’F\’ PlotAs=\’Result\’ TimeMin=0
TimeMax=0’
$!ExtendedCommand
CommandProcessorID = ’CFDAnalyzer4’
Command = ’SaveIntegrationResults FileName=\’|$PWD|/Flow.
txt\’’
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